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1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
A one-week planning workshop was held at Palo Alto, 
California, to examine the utilization of nonterrestrial 
materials for the construction of large space systems. 
The purpose of this workshop was to generate recommenda-
tions to NASA regarding research and study requirements. 
The use of nonterrestrial resources, including 
materials and energy, for space applications is a topic 
of interest to NASA. To enable NASA to develop plans 
relative to use of nonterrestrial resources, studies 
are required which will provide credible data regarding 
the viability of mining and processing such resources 
and ascertaining when it is economically beneficial, for 
space applications in far Earth orbits, to use products 
derived from nonterrestrial resources. More specifically, 
at what scale of operations does the use of nonterrestrial 
resources become competitive with the use of terrestrial 
resources, including the cost of transportation? Examples 
of topics which need to be studied include the mining 
of raw products, and conversion of raw materials into 
useful products (should skilled craftsmen perform these 
operations or should automated material operations be 
developed?) . 
This workshop was convened, therefore, to suggest 
examples of meaningful research and technology programs, 
including the definition of requisite experiments, for 
use by NASA in deriving a position about the use of non-
terrestrial resources. 
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During the workshop, teams were formed to generate 
program requirements, study requirements, research and 
preliminary estimates of development needs, precursor 
flight missions, and human factors considerations. (The 
results of these team efforts are given in Secs. 2 through 
6.) This report documents the definition of studies, 
research, development, and missions leading to the utiliza-
tion of nonterrestrial materials. The space power satellite 
(SPS) was used as a model mission because it is illustrative 
of very large space systems for which the use of nonter-
restrial materials may be economically viable. 
A program implementation model was developed as an 
approach to answering the question about what technology 
requirements must be met for nonterrestrial resources 
utilization in order to acquire a state of readiness with 
sufficient proof data for a potential decision-making 
process. This schedule was selected arbitrarily for 
this planning "exercise" and should not be interpreted 
as being an official NASA schedule. Program requirements 
for an operational system were hypothesized. Utilization 
of asteroid resources for the construction of satellite 
power systems was reviewed. Study requirements that were 
formulated specify the activities required to assess the 
major systems and options involved in an operational system. 
Research and development needs were also formulated 
and are concerned with those items which would require 
early endeavors to prove the technical feasibility of a 
space power system constructed largely of nonterrestrial 
materials. Precursor flight missions are identified and 
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deal with lunar and other exploratory activities that 
can and should be carried out as part of the preparations 
for a nonterrestrial materials utilization program. 
Human factors planning was also addressed in the study. 
The team members were briefed by the principal 
participants of the six-week Ames Summer Study on Space 
Industrialization, chaired by Gerard K. O'Neill of Prince-
ton. Dr. O'Neill and the Summer Study participants pro-
vided valuable assistance to the NASA Workshop members 
and presented suggestions, for NASA planning considera-
tion, which were greatly appreciated by the workshop 
team. 
The plans and schedules contained in this document 
are not official NASA positions and represent the ideas 
of the workshop participants only. Several research and 
study recommendations submitted by the workshop partici-
pants have already been incorporated into NASA plans and 
activities. 
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2 STUDY NEEDS 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
A series of study and analytic activities will be 
required to assess the details of the major systems and 
options described in Sec. 6.3. These studies should en-
compass analysis, design, planning, and a myriad of 
trade-offs leading to definition of demonstrations, flight 
missions, and final hardware concepts. The following 
sections provide a brief overview of the major studies 
needed. An estimate of resource requirements to accomp-
lish these assessments is shown in Table 2-1. In many 
cases, these descriptions actually encompass several 
studies rather than just one as the format might indicate. 
2.2 SYSTEM ANALYSIS AND DESIGN 
2.2.1 Mission Analysis (Table 2-2) 
This will be the central, continuing study which 
provides an up-to-date definition of the overall program. 
Its products will include: 
A definition of major system/mission elements 
and options 
• Mission profiles for various options 
• Requirements on performance, functions 
• An analysis of options, their pros and cons, 
and justification for choosing certain options 
at critical de~ision nodes (permitting a 
retreat to a decision node and logical re-
direction, without a return to "square one," 
if difficulties develop) 
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TABLE 2-1 
ID 
SYSTEM AND PLANNING STUDIES 
(Man-Year per Year Display) 
YEAR~ FROM START IMPLEMENTATION 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 {PHASE (YFS) 
.. PHASE A 
.. PHASE D • (SYSTEM) SYSTEM DESIGN-SPS (NONTERRESTRIAL) 8 
MISSION ANALYSIS 4 10 30 60 100 150 175 200 Decrease 
SYSTEM STUDIES (6 MAJOR ELEMENTS) 20 50 100 200 300 400 500 Decrease 
PRODUCTS STUDY 1 3 4 2 
(PLANS) R&T PROGRAM PLAN 1 2 2 3 1 
PROG. IMPLEMENTATION MODEL 5 10 20 40 40 Decrease 
CENTRAL PLANNING AND CONTROL 4 10 30 60 100 150 175 200 Continua 1 
PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT PLAN 5 10 20 30 Decrease 
SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS PLAN 2 5 10 20 2 
ALTERNATIVE BENEFITS OF NEW TECHNOLOGY 5 10 5 
U1 
TECHNICAL ASSESSMENT 2 4 4 2 
(TRADES) PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING 2 5 2 
ASTEROID RETRIEVAL 2 5 2 
MATERIALS - SOURCES 3 5 5 3 
MATERIALS - USES 2 5 2 
EQUIPMENT SOURCES 2 5 2 
LI FE SUPPORT 1 2 3 3 1 
POWER SYSTEMS 2 5 2 
HABITATS 3 5 5 3 
TOTAL MAN-YEARS 17 43 145 271 451 652 832 972 
Estimated Cost ($ x 106) 1 2.6 8.7 16.3 27 39.1 50 58.3 
TABLE 2-2 
SUMMARY OF MISSION ANALYSIS 
1. MISSION ANALYSIS 
- SPECIFY FUNCTIONAL, PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS 
- DESCRIBE OPERATIONS, CREW REQUIREMENTS, ETC. 
- ASSESS CONTINGENCY REQUIREMENTS, RISKS, ETC. 
- DEFINE MISSION/SYSTEM ELEMENTS 
- IDENTIFY, ANALYZE OPTIONS 
2. SYSTEM STUDIES AND DESIGNS 
- r~AJOR SYSTEM ELEMENTS 
- FEASIBILITY, PRELIMINARY DESIGN, COST, TECHNOLOGY NEEDS, ETC. 
3. PRODUCTS (~IARKET SURVEY) 
- MATERIAL 
- ENERGY 
- INFORMATION 
- SERVICES (MEDICAL, LEISURE, - - -) 
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• Overall specification of crew requirements, 
new technology, contingency requirements, 
etc., and basic data necessary for program 
planning, detailed system analysis and design, 
etc. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Highest 
Initial study 3-6 months in early phase A at $lOOK to 
$200K 
Continuing update and refinements throughout 
program, growing to 200-man level 
2.2.2 System Studies 
System analyses and preliminary designs of major 
system elements identified in earlier broad system descrip-
tions. 
• Select system description from previous work 
(e.g., summer study, "Implementation Task 
Group," July 1977) 
• Prepare preliminary design and analysis as 
necessary to: 
Assess feasibility 
Identify new technical needs 
Provide inputs to other studies 
Generate RDT&E cost data 
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TABLE 2-3 
SUMMARY OF REQUIRED PLANNING STUDIES 
(1) R&D REQUIREMENTS - LESS THAN 8 YFS 
(2) IMPLEMENTATION MODEL 
(3) CENTRAL PLANNING AND CONTROL 
-
FACILITIES 
-
STAFFING 
-
SCHEDULE 
-
FUNDING 
-
BASIS FOR CONFIGURATION/COST CONTROL 
(4) PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT 
(5) SIMULATION REQUIREMENTS 
(6) TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT 
(7) ALTERNATIVE BENEFITS OF R&D 
(SPIN-OFFS) 
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PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Medium, except for "show stopper" candidates 
Early Phase A start and continual update with 
changing requirements 
2 man-years/year ($150K/year contract) 
2.3.2 Program Implementation Modeling 
Generate models for implementation of a full-scale 
program for the development of a space power facility 
providing cumulative capacity in the order of 750 GW by 
the year 2010. These models will assume that readiness 
will be fully demonstrated by 1985 to support a new 
initiative proposal for phased program implementation 
beginning in YFS 10. The model will provide requirements 
for planning purposes including at least technology, 
operations, personnel, and facilities. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
L~VEL OF 
EFFORT: 
High 
Late Phase A - early Phase B 
20- to 40-man effort, 2 to 3 years 
2.3.3 Central Planning and Control 
Develop an overall systems planning model that will 
depict program development growth including the display 
of all options available for consideration. This master 
planning option tree provides a structure for organizing 
functional specifications and candidate cost and risk 
determinations, and is an integrated basis for assessing 
the progress of all system studies, trade studies, R&D 
development, and overall status. This task can be used 
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as the basis for a project work breakdown structure (WBS). 
It can provide basic up-to-date information for control 
of configuration, cost, and schedule, and establish re-
quirements for facilities, funds, staff, and new tech-
nology. This is visualized as the central planning 
activity. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Very high - required for success 
Early Phase A 
2 to 3 men first year. Establish high-level 
committee on initiation of Phase B, with 
staff support. About a 200-man staff 
for Implementation Phase. 
2.3.4 Management 
Develop requirement for recruiting, evaluation, 
and training of operational personnel for all space- and 
ground-based facilities. Develop plan, including schedule 
and cost estimates, to accomplish required staffing in 
consonance with overall program schedule. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Medium 
After program plan is well defined (Phase B) 
20- to 40-man effort for 3 to 5 years 
2.3.5 Simulation Requirements Planning 
Identify simulation facility requirements in support 
of the research and technology program for nonterrestrial 
materials space power. While simulation programs are 
primarily intended for ground use, needs may be identified 
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for aircraft or even space lab-based facilities (the 
latter may be agglomerated as test bed programs or as 
flight demonstration programs). Uses will be defined, 
effectiveness of simulation justified, and programs 
defined, scheduled, and costed for their implementation. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Medium 
Phase B 
10- to 20-man effort for about 1 to 2 years 
2.3.6 Technology Assessment 
Assess the potential side effects of the tech-
nology to be developed in the program, as well as the 
effects of the operations to be carried out. Plan work-
around solutions if necessary. 
Develop techniques for a continuing technology 
assessment program to be operated throughout the program. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Medium 
Late Phase A 
About 3 man-years per year for 3 to 4 years 
2.3.7 Alternative Benefits of New Technology Developments 
Evaluate alternative benefits on the basis of those 
technologies identified and the scopes of the readiness 
studies. Determine other opportunities for technology 
use in future NASA plans, and also the transfer ratio 
and an estimate of its potential indirect benefit return. 
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PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Low 
Early Phase A 
5 to 10 man-years 
2.4 TRADE-OFFS (Table ?-4) 
2.4.1 Processing and Manufacturing Trade-Offs 
Analyze the engineering and economic trade-offs, 
based on preceding design studies of the lunar mining 
camp and R&D development exercises on nonterrestrial 
processing and manufacturing techniques, to determine 
the optimum division 'of beneficiation, refining, milling, 
fabrication, and assembly tasks between the lunar surface, 
L2 (or alternative catcher site), space manufacturing 
facility, and geosynchronous orbit. Include the effect 
of transport options on the optimum scenario. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Medium 
Late Phase A 
5 to 10 man-years 
2.4.2 Asteroid Retrieval 
Analyze the engineering and economic impact of 
variation of significant parameters associated with 
asteroid retrieval. Specifically, estimate the impact 
of varying degrees of separation en route, from none 
through beneficiation to complete refining and pre-
fabrication of final product components. Also consider 
trade-offs between automatic and manned operations in 
each mission phase, and the effects of different propul-
sion systems in overall project effectiveness. 
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TABLE 2-4 
SUMMARY OF TRADE-OFF STUDY REQUIREt1ENTS 
1. PROCESSING AND MANUFACTURING 
- L2, L5, GEO, LUNAR SURFACE 
2. ASTEROID RETRIEVAL 
- DEGREE OF EN ROUTE SEPARATION 
- MANNED/AUTOMATIC 
- PROPULSION TECHNIQUE 
3. MATERIAL SOURCES/USES 
- MOON, ASTEROIDS, EARTH 
- FOR NONTERRESTRIAL MATERIALS POWER PLANT 
- FOR MANUFACTURING FACILITY, HABITATS, ETC. 
4. EQUIPMENT SOURCES 
- WHAT TO BUILD 
- WHAT TO SEND FROM EARTH 
5, LIFE SUPPORT 
- RESUPPLY VS. RECYCLING 
6. POWER SYSTEMS 
- SOLAR VS. NUCLEAR 
7, HABITATS 
- ATMOSPHERE 
- G-LEVEL 
- SIZE 
- EXTERNAL TANK VS. SPECIAL DESIGN 
.. AUTOMATIC/MANNED OPERATIONS TRADE 
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PRIORITY: Low 
TIMING: Late Phase A 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
5 to 10 man-years 
2.4.3 Materials 
Sources. Perform a systems analysis on the relative 
merits of lunar, asteroid, and terrestrial materials as 
feedstocks to space manufacturing facilities. Detail 
in each case necessary elements which are abundant, 
scarce, or nonexistent, and in the last two cases specify 
either processes used for extraction or alternative sources. 
Also, look at a scenario where both lunar and asteroid 
resources are developed and find if any necessary elements 
are still scarce or nonexistent. 
PRIORITY: High 
TIMING: Early Phase A 
LEVEL OF 10 to 15 man-years 
EFFORT: 
Uses. Analyze trade-offs in materials selection 
for industrial power plants, manufacturing facilities, 
habitats, and other structures based on nonterrestrial 
material. Factors in the analysis should include various 
forms of materials available (metals vs. ceramics), con-
struction method (stressed-skin, semi-monocoque, plate, 
cable-wound, vapor deposited), and varying degrees of 
refinery capability. Results should include different 
choices based on materials available (terrestrial, lunar, 
asteroid) . 
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PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Medium 
Early Phase A 
5 to 10 man-years 
2.4.4 Equipment Sources 
Look at all the equipment necessary in space for 
a base-line space manufacturing facility. Which could 
be manufactured in space, and which must be brought from 
Earth? What is the minimum in tooling needed to build 
all other machinery necessary on the SMF? What is the 
effect of "bootstrapping" on overall systems cost, and 
program risk? 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Low 
Late Phase A 
5 to 10 man-years 
2.4.5 Life Support Trade-Offs 
Survey existing theoretical and experimental data 
base to find state of current knowledge in both recycling 
and resupply as life support methods. Do a systems 
analysis of a base-line space manufacturing scenario, 
assuming complete recycling, complete resupply, and various 
combinations of the two (varying degrees of partial closure). 
What are the potential "show stoppers" in each system 
at this time, and are any of these areas common to both 
systems? 
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PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
High 
Late Phase A 
10 to 15 man-years 
2.4.6 Power Systems 
Study the trade-offs between various sources of 
space power, specifically solar thermal, solar photo-
voltaic, and nuclear generation systems. Which is tech-
nologically and economically desirable in the cases of 
the lunar surface base, an asteroid retrieval system, 
an inter-orbit propulsion system which regularly traverses 
the Van Allen belts, and an industrial power supply? 
Include details such as pointing accuracy requirements, 
optimum concentration ratios, and waste heat rejection 
details. 
PRIORITY: 
TIMING: 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
Medium 
Early Phase A 
5 to 10 man-years 
2.4.7 Habitats 
Perform trade-ofis on habitat design based on varia-
tions in atmosphere, g levels, size, external tanks vs. 
special design, etc. Candidate designs should be based 
on established design criteria, such as fail-safe or safe-
life structure, sized for both static and dynamic loads 
expected. Also include problems of energy and heat balance, 
docking designs, failure modes, etc. Psychological factors 
or interior design should not be neglected. 
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PRIORITY: Medium 
TIMING: Early Phase A 
LEVEL OF 
EFFORT: 
10 to 15 man-years 
2.4.8 Automatic/Manned Operations Trade 
Various operational centers exist throughout a space 
manufacturing complex. These centers may be separated 
in terms of distance, such as L2 catcher, or function, 
such as a high-temperature refinery. For each location 
and process, a trade-off study should decide whether 
manned or unmanned automated operation is preferable. 
Because of the high cost of space labor, it is assumed 
that man's major presence in the industrialization scenario 
will be as an overseer, trouble shooter, and general re-
pairman. For each process, is it more advantageous, 
technically and economically, to make the equipment 
redundant, self-repairing, or manually repairable? Which 
processes need a continual human presence? Which need 
only an occasional visit for emergency repair? Some 
equipment (nuclear reactors, for instance) must be highly 
reliable and repairable by machine. What is the role of 
teleoperators? What is their maximlli~ range, before speed-
of-light time lag causes them to become unmanageable? 
How heavy is the cost of manned operations? Is it so 
great that high priority should be placed on AI research? 
Can manned processes be grouped in one or two locations 
only, in order to minimize their logistics effort? Where 
in the system is the human presence necessary, desirable, 
and superfluous? It is envisioned that each study pre-
viously called out will implicitly encompass solutions 
to these problems. 
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3 RESEARCH AND DEVELOPHENT NEEDS 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
The panel on R&D considered only those items which 
require early endeavors to prove the technical feasi-
bility of a space solar power type satellite (i.e., a very 
large system) constructed largely of nonterrestrial mate-
rials. To a lesser extent consideration was given to the 
economic feasibility of the system which depends on techni-
cal advances. Lastly, because of the time available, con-
sideration was given only to those aspects of the SPS which 
are related to the use of nonterrestrial materials. The 
technology requirements were analyzed by use of the matrix 
shown in Fig. 3-1. The major system elements are listed 
across the top. The technology disciplines, as established 
by NASA's technical interest, are presented under the appro-
priate system element. In the following section, R&D 
descriptions were developed for the technology require-
ments under each systems element that needs early atten-
tion. The titles given in the matrix of Fig. 3-1 are not 
meant to be exhaustive but merely examples. 
3.2 LUNAR BASE AND ASTEROID COLLECTION 
3.2.1 Overview 
Although the Earth system will encompass the 
material resource base within the SPS model time frame, 
the economics of Earth launching of materials for large-
scale space facilities have dictated a search for other 
sources. R&D would be directed toward assessing non-
terrestrial resource alternatives such as the Moon or 
asteroids in the Earth-Moon system. 
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It is generally conceded that lunar mining could 
provide materials based on AI, Fe, Ti, or glasses for 
construction, silicon for solar cells, oxygen for life 
support and propulsion, some possibility of hydrogen 
for water and fuel, and perhaps some minor elements if 
their extraction is tractable. Although present lunar 
evidence indicates homogeneity of materials, the presence 
of ores or concentrations would present such attractive 
economics as to justify considerable effort with neces-
sary advanced R&T in their search. Asteroids, based 
on meteoritic evidence, may prove to be superior to 
lunar resources, because of their selectability for a 
particular composition "matched" to need. However, size 
and tJ.V (velocity) are al·so important selection criteria. 
R&D supportive to locating asteroids with optimum char-
acteristics is thus extremely important. 
Two exceptions may exist which would affect this 
development scenario. First, the libration points must 
be surveyed for the possible existence of usable materials. 
Second, as a source of light elements and water, a comet 
may present itself at an opportune time or orbit. Al-
though the tJ.Vs are probably too great to make this source 
attractive in the near term, a brief study is recommended 
in this area to assess the potential. Obviously, the 
reality of resource extraction from either of these 
sources will influence the R&D program. 
3.2.2 R&D Element Descriptions 
Power/Propulsion. No unique R&D needs are indicated 
in the propulsion discipline for this area unless trade-
off studies and collaborative R&D show the mass driver 
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to be an effective propulsion tool for general science 
and sample retrieval missions. Mass driver R&D is dis-
cussed in Sec. 3.3.2. Power requirements for flyby, 
in situ assay, and sample retrieval are not expected 
to exceed those required for similar missions currently 
in the NASA model or as anticipated for a new start. 
Such technology is already targeted to satisfy require-
ments. 
Electronics/Information Systems. R&D in this area 
is very beneficial to search, remote sensing, and in 
situ analysis. Unfortunately, the relatively near-term 
need for resource-base assessment limits possible new 
R&D impact. Nevertheless, the continual need for new 
and different sources through the lifetime of the program 
coupled with possible program delays and the probable 
major positive impact of a "great" resource discovery 
warrants accelerated effort in developing imp'roved in-
strumentation. Improvements in remote compositional 
analysis instrumentation for Earth-based, Earth-orbit 
orbiter or flyby is especially important because of the 
much higher costs associated with lander or sample re-
turn missions. Higher resolution and more sensitive 
spectral reflectance instrumentation will be required 
for categorizing from Earth or Earth-orbit-based obser-
vation the many candidate Amor/Apollo class asteroids. 
Similarly, improved ability to determine rotation rates 
and mass would be valuable. Enhanced sensors and de-
tectors for general surveying and prospecting by the 
lunar polar orbiter (1981 mission) would also enhance 
the resource assessment. For LPO instrumentation, R&D 
preference should be given to those capable of providing 
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the greatest economic payoff--the y-ray spectrometer 
experiment for water, metal element concentration con-
tour survey, the high-resolution mapper, and the search 
for a continuous insolation area. The coincidence of 
desirable characteristics in these areas would site a 
base and lunar development activities. Additionally, 
emphasis should be placed on visual and IR detectors if 
a decision is made to employ the LPO subsatellite in a 
post-lunar mission to L4 or LS. Long-life reliable 
electronics for special environments--temperature (lunar 
and asteroidal day-night conditions) and high-g load 
(penetrometers)--are needed for lander and in situ assays. 
Software and general information system technology 
is required for autonomous search system applications 
in conjunction with the asteroid search and inventory 
program. Advances are also required in this discipline 
to enhance effectiveness associated with unmanned rover 
(lunar and asteroidal) vehicles used for in situ analysis 
and sample collection. 
Guidance/Control. Presently developing and avail-
able technology is judged sufficient in these disciplines 
to handle most assay missions except for the following 
problems which are judged unique. First, additional 
acquisition R&D is needed, since a retrievable asteroid 
will not have to have the exact known ephemeris character-
istics of planetary bodies and will not be visible from 
Earth or the approaching spacecraft for 99% of its orbit. 
Inertial guidance with inexact final coordinates will be 
used until such time as the craft is able to search a 
large volume for a small target, with the assorted dif-
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ficulties of detailed on-board pattern recognition and/or 
calculation of Earth-to-craft transmission and control 
to assure proper lock-on. Second, the landing (docking) 
to a "zero"-g body with higher angular acceleration is 
unique and calls for new R&D. Third, the L4 or L5 probe 
may present new but probably not difficult problems in 
controlling a spacecraft around a "pseudo"-gravity field. 
Life Sciences. As part of prospecting and survey, 
consideration must be given to selecting a site for opera-
tion that is amenable to human habitation. A continuous 
insolation site at the Moon's pole would be very favorable 
to human occupation. Increased importance is thus placed 
on the sensing discipline for identifying habitable sites. 
Man may be needed for further lunar exploration before 
a base site and mining locales can be selected. In this 
case, life support technology is required for the search 
and assay phase. 
Space/Ground Operations. Since space operations 
and ground support are major cost drivers in search and 
assay, R&D emphasis should be continuea here. 
Safety/Reliability. No unique problems or R&D 
requirements are anticipated in this area. 
3.2.3 Base Support 
This section will be directed toward R&T needs 
associated with locating, establishing, and operating a 
lunar base to support the given mission model. Obvious 
extension of this discussion can be made with respect 
to asteroids if it should prove desirable to establish 
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a manned lunar base for asteroid retrieval. If an 
asteroid is brought back to the Earth-Moon system, it 
will most likely be located close (distance and energy) 
to the processing and manufacturing site, and support 
will be provided from that facility. 
Power/Propulsion. Lunar power requirements are 
judged to be about 7-200 MW (depending on scenario), 
but the majority of this is required to power the mass 
driver. Roughly 10% is needed for mining and about 1% 
to meet general base needs. Although the base proper 
is thus a weak comparative technology driver for power, 
it alone requires greater capacity and storage than our 
space experience has thus allowed. If alternative launch 
options to the mass driver are chosen or if considerable 
direct solar energy is used for extraction, then base 
support requirements are of increased importance to the 
power system chosen. If the operation cannot be located 
in a continuous insolation area, then storage require-
ments are of great significance and the choice to suspend 
launches and mining during the night must be considered. 
In any case, R&D is required in the area of long-term 
high-capacity storage. One apparently attractive option 
to avert the night problem is to provide continuous insola-
tion by the use of lunar orbiting mirrors that reflect 
sunlight to the lunar site. R&D to support this option is 
discussed in the next section. 
There are no unique propulsion needs associated 
with the lunar base itself. Propulsion needs exist in 
the Earth-to-Moon transport of the base and its soft 
landing. 
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Materials/Structures. Some unique materials prob-
lems exist with the base in that lightweight materials 
for construction must be selected (reduced transport 
cost), sound over the lunar temperature extremes, strong 
in order to support a cosmic ray shield of lunar soil, 
highly reliable, and easily joined for repair and modi-
fications. A number of support systems must be workable 
at the temperature extremes; this calls for R&D in 
lubricants, valves, gaskets, etc. Additional heat-pipe 
R&D tailored to lunar conditions is also required. For 
mass driver operation, long-time cryostorage materials 
are needed. For this device, additional materials 
research in superconductivity has high potential payoff. 
For structures, base design and constructability 
compatible with materials, functional needs, safety, 
and environmental constraints are most important. It 
is expected that new R&D needs will arise when the designs 
studied integrate these considerations. Concentrator/ 
reflector research is needed if, as discussed, continuous 
insolation from orbiting reflectors is deemed a worthy 
option. This is a complex structural (actually systems) 
problem requiring new effort. The basic problem is to 
construct_the largest, thinnest, lightest controllable 
structure possible (the general problem is analyzed in 
NASA TM-X73230). Even if this option is not chosen, 
numerous ground applications for small concentrators 
(heliostats) for power and direct heating and processing 
exist. R&D to optimize such structures is required. 
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Electronics/Information Systems. Electronics are 
needed for the specialized lunar (asteroidal) operating 
conditions. There is a special requirement for cryo-
electronics (perhaps to 40 K) for lunar pole mining and 
maybe base support conditions. 
New information systems technology is crucial, par-
ticularly in communications from the central lunar base to 
Earth, L2, the SMF, and the lunar mining sites, to control 
and monitor the accompanying large number simultaneously 
occuring autonomous teleoperator and AI operations. A 
study is recommended to assess the operations requirements 
and identify new R&D needs in this area. 
Guidance/Control. For an asteroid base, the 
rendezvous (acquisition) problem exists as before except 
man is now in the loop--improving the decision process 
but requiring increased system reliability. As remote 
site preparation may be required with the asteroid, 
before the mass driver can be emplaced, remote operations 
and control problems will require new R&D. Remote lunar 
site preparation may also be required before the base 
can be landed on and established. Critical new control 
problems are expected with the resource retrieval of the 
asteroid in the area of gravitational assist by Earth, 
Venus, and Earth-Moon system because of the close, pre-
cise encounters required. 
Life Sciences. Major R&D is needed here to satisfy 
the permanently habitable lunar-base life support needs. 
Fifteen lunar-stationed workers will be required on a 
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continuous (but replaceable rotation) basis. This prob-
lem of long-term open-cycle support for a crew this size 
is new and quite demanding. Aside from life support, 
psychological support will be needed to meet the prob-
lems of long day/night cycles, recreation needs, closed 
community, etc. 
Safety/Reliability. With man in the loop, increased 
safety and reliability procedures must be observed--
these are generally in line with current standards. New 
problems may arise because of the need for long-term 
lunar base habitability, exposed asteroid surface work 
(a "zero"-g body), and long-term exposure to cosmic 
rays. It will probably be necessary to establish rescue 
or lifeboat techniques for the lunar-base or asteroid-
base crew. 
Space/Ground Operations. Operations and support 
will be a massive function when the facilities are being 
established and in the operational phase. R&D is needed 
here to develop methodology for achieving most effective 
operation options. 
Spaceport Operations. At any major space complex 
(Earth orbit, near GEO, etc.), spaceport operations will 
essentially involve activities comparable to those of 
any major airport: the arrival and departure of a num-
ber of space vehicles and the attendant needs for the 
space equivalent to holding patterns, approach and "dock-
ing" control, management of approach and departure cor-
ridors (runways) for main engine plume impingement, etc. 
These typical activities must be executed in the orbital 
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conditions where each vehicle "parked'! in the same 
general volume in space will adhere to its own orbital 
parameters. Therefore, any situation involving two or 
more vehicles will produce a very dynamic situation due 
to their relative motions (tending to transpose their 
relative positions twice per orbit). Such dynamic and 
intimate circumstances are only controllable from the 
complex involved and require technical facilities asso-
ciated with mission control, flight control, and spatial 
proximity management. 
The analogy of airport traffic control is reason-
ably valid for the local vehicle management problem. 
The analogy can be further extended to structure the 
operations and services required after an arriving vehicle 
has docked: vehicle maintenance, servicing, fueling, etc., 
plus any cargo or passenger-related activity. 
Technological issues associated with this inter-
disciplinary activity can include but are not necessarily 
limited to: 
• Local spatial volume management 
RF sensory systems (radar) 
Position and velocity determination 
(computation) 
Position and velocity management 
(command and control) 
• Vehicle inventory management 
RF communications 
Transfer of control (remote from 
facility) 
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• Vehicle services 
Fueling and oxidizer transfer 
Consumables resupply 
"GSE" services (power, A/C, etc.) 
Maintenance (routine, "major," 
"minor") 
• Passenger services 
Health and well-being 
Temporary accommodation, etc. 
• 
Other 
Payload transfer 
Warehousing and inventory management 
Operations planning and control 
Vehicle fleet management 
The R&D activity in this area needs clarification 
by study and therefore cannot be adequately prescribed 
at this time. 
3.3 TRANSPORTATION 
3.3.1 Overview 
The proposed program will advance the competitive 
concepts associated with the use of nonterrestrial mate-
rials or Earth-based mission residuals as reaction mass 
in propulsion. This program will provide the fundamental 
knowledge necessary for identification of the R&D trans-
portation option via systems studies. For simplicity, 
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the mass driver option involves a space flight test in 
the 8 YFS time frame; however, as the picture is clarified 
by conduct of this R&D, some other propulsion concepts 
may be tested instead. 
It will be necessary to keep this program in an 
interactive way with the evolving acquisition of data 
on the physical and chemical properties of nonterrestrial 
materials and products that would be useful as propellants. 
"Propellants" in this context may be in the form of raw 
or processed passive masses or processed chemical re-
actants. "Nonterrestrial" means soils, ores, or their 
process derivatives that come from the Moon or an Earth-
approaching asteroid. 
The program phasing eliminates elements of R&D 
that the system studies show to no longer be applicable. 
The phasing occurs in 4 YFS, when preliminary R&D will 
indicate which option or options to develop further. 
Three basic propulsion concepts are to be carried 
through the preliminary R&D stage. Mass drivers, linear 
induction machines which accelerate masses by means of 
a magnetic field imposed on a magnetically suspended, 
superconductive carrier or bucket, are candidates be-
cause the nature of the propelled mass is independent 
of the function of the machine. Other electric thruster 
concepts such as arc jets, plasma devices, and electro-
static devices can also be considered for use with non-
terrestrial propellants. Chemical rockets can be con-
sidered because of the known existence of fuels and 
oxidants on the Moon. 
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Figure 3-2 illustrates the logical flow of this 
R&D. Interactions between resource survey activities 
and systems studies are shown by dashed lines. Table 
3-1 provides schedule and costing data for this program. 
3.3.2 R&D Element Descriptions 
Mass Driver. The mass driver and its applications 
have been well studied such that it is appropriate to 
proceed with a similar experiment program as early as 
possible. 
Starting in 1 YFS, it is proposed to build and test 
a short-track-1ength device to provide fundamental in-
formation on the kinetics and structural integrity of 
the device. This mass driver will contain the basic 
components and concepts that are necessary for eventual 
space operation, but the length (hence, the velocity of 
the bucket) will be limited. 
Later, a longer mass driver will be built and tested 
which will begin to corroborate the high-speed dynamic 
characteristics of the system. In parallel with this, 
investigations will take place to characterize certain 
automated elements of mass drivers such as methods of 
propellant pelletizing (including STS tankage), propellant 
loading, bucket cooling, and propellant packaging and 
design. In addition, elements of the mass driver's 
power electronics, such as the SeRs, will be optimized 
to the unique duty cycle environment of the mass driver. 
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TABLE 3-1 
TRANSPORTATION R&D FUNDING BY YEAR FROB START 
MASS DRIVER 
SHORT LENGTH TEST 
MEDIUM LENGTH TEST 
AUTOMATED ELEMENTS 
POWER ELECTRONICS 
SPACE TEST 
~ MASS CATCHER 
CONCEPT DEFINITION 
GROUND TEST 
SPACE TEST 
ELECTRIC PROPULSION 
PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE TESTS 
HIGH THRUST TEST 
CHEMICAL ROCKET 
PROPELLANT PERFORMANCE TESTS 
THROTTLING AND COOLING EVALS. 
SCALE·UP 
TOTAL 
(1) Schedule onlv - R&D $ appears elsewhere. 
(2) Contingent funding - not included in totals 
1 2 
0.1 0.2 
0.3 
(1) 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 0.7 
YEAR FROM START 
3 4 5 
0.8 0.7 0.4 
0.2 0.6 0.3 
0.2 0.6 0.3 
1.4 7.0 
0.8 1.5 0.5 
1.0 5.0 
0.1 0.5 
1.0(2) 0.1 
0.1 0.5 
0.5 
1.0(2) 0.1 
2.2 7.5 13.5 
6-8 TOTAL 
0.3 
2.2 
1.1 
1.1 
21.0 29.4 
2.8 
15.0 21.0 
6.0(2) 0.7 0.1 
0.7 
6.0(2) 0.5 0.1 
36.0 60.0 
SAI-3856 
Since it is both difficult and expensive to physi-
cally propel mass with the mass driver in a vacuum on 
Earth, the final proof-of-concept will be a space test 
of the mass driver, wherein the low-gravity performance, 
automated propellant feed system, and propellant/mass-
driver interactions will be demonstrated. 
Lunar Escape Payload Capture. One concept of lunar 
resources transportation is to use it to launch feed-
stocks to lunar escape velocity by expUlsion from a 
mass driver which is fixed to the Moon. These payloads 
will follow a free ballistic trajectory to some point 
in space where they must be collected and "cargo-ized" 
for transportation by low thrust to some space processing 
site. The payloads, some 4 kg each, arriving on site 
at the rate of several per second, will have a velocity 
of tens to hundreds of meters per second. Their tra-
jectory may be dispersed over an area of tens of hundreds 
of square meters normal to the trajectory line. A method 
of catching these objects and disposing of them in a 
cargo hold must be developed and demonstrated. 
A model of this mass-catcher system, based on in-
tensive concept studies, should be fabricated and ground 
tested. These tests would involve random drops of masses 
from a tower in one atmosphere at some dimensional or 
kinetic subscale of the true applications. 
A space-operable mass catcher system will be fab-
ricated on a scale to be compatible with the space mass 
driver test. As a second phase to the space mass driver 
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test, the mass driver and the mass catcher will be 
separated by a scale distance in low Earth orbital space 
such that the mass catcher can be tested in a way which 
closely simulates its final use. 
Electric Thruster. In the areas of nonterrestrial 
materials transportation, where "high" thrust is not a 
prerequisite, a possible specific impulse is in the 
200-2000 sec range (which implies a large quantity of 
propellant). It is particularly advantageous to con-
sider the use of nonterrestrial materials as propellants 
for electric thrusters. In many cases, power in the form 
of heat rather than electricity is input to the electric 
thruster, thereby minimizing the use of an expensive 
and inefficient solar energy conversion process. 
Many electric thrusters have already been operated 
on water, oxygen, amorphous dusts and aerosols, metal 
vapors, etc., which occur naturally or could be easily 
refined from nonterrestrial materials. These devices 
have not, however, been operated at a thrust scale which 
is high enough to be useful in this scenario. 
An R&D effort is therefore proposed to utilize 
our evolving knowledge of nonterrestrial materials to 
define and test various propellants in electric thrusters 
at an increased thrust scale. 
Chemical Rocket. As an alternative to mass-driver 
transportation of lunar feedstocks to a space manufacturing 
site, chemical propulsion could be used to transport 
lunar feedstocks, finished products, and humans to and 
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from the lunar surface in a more conventional way. Such 
an alternative would, however, be prohibitively expensive 
if considered in the context of Earth-derived propellants. 
The existence of certain lunar resources such as oxygen, 
water (hydrogen), and metals with high oxidation potential 
(magnesium, aluminum) introduce the possibility of lunar-
derived chemical propellants. It is therefore conceivable 
that only a small fraction, possibly none, of the total· 
propellant requirement would emanate from the Earth. 
The proposed R&D activity here woul~ consist of 
a series of small chemical rocket tests involving pro-
pellants, which simulate preprocessed or refined lunar 
materials. This would be followed by demonstrations of 
throttling and cooling techniques which would also in-
volve static firings. Scale-up of a selected system 
could conceivably follow, starting in 5 YFS, but resources 
for this are shown as being contingent on the initial R&D 
outcome. 
3.4 HABITATS 
3.4.1 Overview 
The key R&D problems related to the development of 
large space habitats required by the space solar power 
satellite system are fundamental to long-term exposure 
of man to life in space. Additional technology is re-
quired for the economical development of life support 
and protective systems. Much research is needed to under-
stand man's reaction to long-term space habitation. How-
ever, this report only treats the systems required to 
support man. 
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Habitats are required in low Earth orbit, geo-
synchronous orbit, high orbit, and on the lunar surface 
or during asteroid retrieval. The system requirements 
are similar except that the lunar base must survive the 
long night and the low Earth orbit habitat does not have 
the radiation protection required of the other orbits. 
3.4.2 R&D Element Descriptions 
Life Support and Protection Systems. Life support 
and protective systems, as a technology discipline within 
NASA, encompasses (1) the control and revitalization of 
a habitable atmosphere; (2) food and water provision; 
(3) solid and liquid waste management; (4) space suits 
and emergency equipment for personnel safety and rescue; 
(5) personal hygiene and crew appliance facilities; and 
(6) special instrumentation and data management equip-
ment. 
Air Revitalization. Air revitalization consists 
of CO 2 collection, CO2 reduction, oxygen generation, 
humidity and temperature control, and trace contaminant 
control. These technology areas have received signifi-
cant attention during the past 10 years, and given a mission 
need, these technologies can currently support flight 
prototyping and demonstration hardware. 
The current activities in these areas are directed 
toward improvements in efficiency, reducing expendable 
requirements, increasing reliability, and developing 
instrumentation/control methodology for the air revitali-
zation subsystem technologies. Examples of these R&D 
programs are: 
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• The present stipulated acceptable CO 2 level 
for manned spacecraft is 3 rom Hg partial 
pressure. The electrochemical CO 2 con-
centrator can reliably perform this func-
tion; and research and development in this 
technology area is being pursued to reduce 
the space cabin CO 2 partial pressure to 
1-1.5 rom Hg and increase the efficiency of 
the sUbsystem. 
• Oxygen generation subsystem technology (water 
electrolysis) development hardware has been 
demonstrated, but this technology inherently 
requires significant power from the space-
craft. The theoretical electrolysis voltage 
is 1.23 V; and the purpose of this R&D pro-
gram is to reduce the actual attained elec-
trolysis voltage (increasing efficiency) and 
thus reduce the power requirement for gen-
erating oxygen. Preliminary test data on 
water electrolysis cells has demonstrated 
the achievability of 1.42 V for electrolyzing 
water. Continued R&D is required to demon-
strate long-term reliable operation of water 
electrolysis subsystems. 
• Life support system instrumentation and con-
trol methodology is required for efficient 
reliable operation. This methodology must 
provide control for the operational modes 
and transitional modes for all subsystems 
(normal, standby, shutdown, purge, etc.). 
It must provide the capability to monitor 
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all critical operating parameters of each 
subsystem and must detect, isolate, and 
identify subsystem faults. It must be capable 
of predicting operating trends and providing 
maintenance instructions to the crew. This 
technology is currently being demonstrated 
at the subsystem level utilizing a program-
mable minicomputer; and further R&D is re-
quired both at the subsystem and system level 
as a forerunner for flight hardware. 
• Air revitalization prototype systems or sub-
systems must be evaluated in space (zero-g, 
reduced-g) prior to selection of a base-line 
spacecraft life support system; and early 
space lab flight demonstration of all air 
revitalizaton subsystem technology is recom-
mended. 
Food and Water Provision. The plan for the first 
habitats is to supply Earth-type food to be reconstituted 
on board the habitat. Therefore, the primary concern 
for R&D is the reclamation of water. Water reclamation 
technology deals primarily with the processing of lightly 
contaminated water (humidity/condensate, wash water) or 
highly contaminated water (urine, fecal water). Addi-
tional R&D efforts are required in each of these areas. 
With solar power augmentation, the processing of 
humidity/condensate and wash water could provide partial 
water reclamation for extended space shuttle missions. 
The current activities in this technology area are 
directed toward demonstration of reliable subsystem tech-
nology. 
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Reliable urine water recovery subsystems have yet 
to be demonstrated. S~gnificant subsystem R&D (alter-
native approaches) must be performed in order to define 
and refine the alternative processes. The current SR&T 
program is being directed in this manner. 
Waste Management. The handling .and storage/treat-
ment of solid waste products (food waste, wet waste, 
and fecal matter) probably requires more concerted R&D 
effort than any other life support area. The solid waste 
can be stored as a stabilized dried mass; but as mission 
durations are increased solid waste treatment processes 
will be required to reduce the stored mass requirements. 
Cohtinued development of feasible approaches to this 
problem are planned in order to demonstrate reliable 
operation and acceptable quality of effluent gases and 
stored mass. 
Water reclamation and solid waste handling/treat-
ment prototype systems or subsystems must also be eval-
uated in space (zero-g, reduced-g) prior to selection of 
a base-line' spacecraft life support system; an early 
spacelab flight demonstration of all water reclamation 
and solid waste management technology is recommended. 
Life support system control methodology (similar 
to that for air revitalization) must also be developed 
for water reclamation and solid waste handling/treatment 
subsystems. 
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Solid Waste Processing. Four solid waste processing 
approaches have bee~ investigated for manned spacecraft 
utilization. These include vacuum drying, wet oxidation, 
dry incineration, and an integrated system utilizing 
radioisotope thermal energy (RITE). 
The vacuum drying process utilizes space vacuum 
to evaporate water and achieve a dried stabilized mass. 
An adaptation of this process was utilized on skylab 
and the process is being developed for .the Space shuttle. 
The wet oxidation process utilizes an aqueous 
slurry which is contacted with oxygen at elevated tem-
peratures and pressures (550°F, 2200 ·psi) • This process 
produces a·itabilized sterile ash and sterile water 
(,vhich would require post-treatment). 
Dry incineration systems consist of thermal de-
composition (pyrolysis) 6f the solid wastes and sub-
sequent oxidation of the vapors .. This process produces 
a ·sterile ash. 
The RITE process combines solid wastes and liquid 
residues and evaporates the water with catalytic oxida-
tion of the vapor prior to venting. The remaining solid 
wastes are then thermally decomposed (pyrolized) and 
incinerated, and the gases are vented. A sterilized 
solid ash is produced. 
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The three oxidation process concepts offer feasible 
and viable approaches to solid waste handing. Two of 
the processes combine concentrated waste water with the 
solid wastes, while the dry incineration process provides 
for a separate processing of solid wastes. 
Each of the oxidation subsystem approaches has 
been operated in the batch mode, but a continuous feed 
operation has not been attained. The problems of trans-
porting the wastes to the processing units for a con-
tinuous process operation have not been solved. Each 
process has its own unique problems in this regard. 
Further testing of these processes must provide for 
thorough characterization of the composition, flow rate, 
temperature, and pressure and provide a complete material 
and energy balance of the process. There is also a 
significant lack of design and performance data on the 
catalytic oxidizer units. The RITE system appears to be 
the most advanced from a development viewpoint; but until 
further R&D on the processes has been performed, it is 
not possible to select the best candidate oxidation 
process. It is also apparent that the selection of a 
solid waste oxidation process must be considered in 
the context of a total life support system. This could 
result in a situation where each of the solid waste 
oxidation processes could be the best trade-off for a 
particular life support application. 
A significant amount of R&D work is required in 
each of these solid waste oxidation processes. 
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Space Suits. Because of the large number of man-
hours of EVA expected for the construction of the SPS 
even under the most automated construction scenario, 
advanced space suits are a must. Current suits operate 
on pure 02 and require prebreathing and decompression 
during transition from habitat to space. New suits 
in standard sizes are needed (to reduce cost); they should 
operate with pressures of 10-14 psi 02-N2' and be easily 
donned and removed. Work in this area is very important 
to make manned operation in space practical and economical. 
Habitat Design. The habitats must obviously be 
designed for pleasant and efficient living in space. 
Many Earth-based studies and activities are reliable 
indicators for the habitat interior design. Experience 
in submarines and in Antartica are notable examples. 
One major factor remains: the question of gravity or 
no gravity. The design of habitats will be greatly in-
fluenced. Physical arrangement, structural design, and 
stability and control systems will be vastly different, 
depending on design. There is presently only limited 
or no data on: 
1. Requirement for gravity (or simulated gravity) 
over long periods (at least 2 years). 
2. Effect of rotation (torus habitat) for long 
periods (at least 2 years). 
3. Effect of moving from rotating g environment 
to zero-g environment and back frequently. 
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These and similar questions will be answered or 
the habitat will need to be designed for all eventualities 
at greater cost. 
The economic pressures on the design of the habitat 
and the life support and protective systems are large. 
The 1977 space settlements study projected that 60% of 
the logistics cost and one-third of the weight during 
the last year of the initial SPS build-up were directly 
attributable to the requirements to transport people and 
their supporting supplies. 
3.5 NONTERRESTRIAL MINING, PRODUCTION, AND MANUFACTURING 
3.5.1 Overview 
This list of technology needs has been developed 
assuming that a program will start in 8 YFS to develop 
space systems using lunar or asteroid raw materials. 
The purpose of the technology work between now and then 
is to provide enough new knowledge to support sound 
judgments on the initial course and probable cost of 
the post-Phase B programs. 
3.5.2 R&D Element Descriptions 
Lunar Resources. The first need, of course, is 
to identify the "ores" to be mined. Returned lunar 
samples and other data indicate what is available at the 
surface in a few equatorial mare and highland regions 
of the Moon. Knowledge of the subsurface is slight, 
depending as it does upon models created to fit liraited 
seismic, heat-flow, gravity, magnetic, and microwave 
sounding data. Nevertheless, some useful products can be 
recovered from the Moon, even if no highly concentrated 
areas exist there. 
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Lunar Soil. "Average" lunar soil is suitable for 
some simple beneficiation processess (such as magnetic 
separation of iron and titanium minerals) because it is 
already a mixture of small·particles. Lunar soil is, 
however, sticky and clumpy, as are many materials in 
high vacuum, and therefore ordinary Earth-type equip-
ment may be inadequate for handling it. 
Lunar Rocks. The rock samples returned by Apollo 
and Luna missions are rich in refractory elements and 
depleted in volatiles. Lunar silicates contain about 
40% oxygen. Mare basalts contain useful amounts of 
titanium and other structural materials; and highland 
rocks contain aluminum in anorthite, which would on 
Earth be considered an aluminum are were it not for the 
presence of better ores such as bauxite. Glass may readily 
be made from lunar rocks; lunar soil already contains 
much impact-melt glass. However, a presorting of un-
known extent may be necessary to get a glass furnace 
feedstock that will yield consistently correct properties 
in the product. Prominent among the return lunar rocks 
are breccias, rocks composed of smashed and comminuted 
mixtures of other rock fragments. The revlOrking of lunar 
surface rocks by aeons of impacts means that an average 
soil-rock sample from one site is sure to be contaminated 
with material from the other sites. 
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Since crushing and processing rocks to prepare 
for separation of usable minerals requires strong and 
heavy machinery, the early efforts in lunar mining tech-
nology should concentrate on seeing whether or not all 
needed products can be recovered from the soil, which 
nature has already ground. If the higher purity of 
rock materials wins out in this trade-off, then uncon-
ventional rock-processing techniques (such as solar-
furnace melting) should be explored as alternatives to 
crushing. 
Lunar Volatiles. Because the Moon's equatorial 
surface materials were formed in the absence of water 
and then vacuum baked, lunar minerals contain only very 
small amounts of hydrogen and other volatile elements. 
There is some hydrogen implanted by the solar wind on 
grain surfaces and though small in quantity (0.3 cc at 
standard temperature and pressure per gram of average 
soil) it is easily recovered by moderate heating and 
may prove to be a usable resource. However, the only 
real hope for finding concentrated and easily accessible 
lunar water and other volatile compounds now appears 
to lie in the permanently shadowed polar craters, whose 
bottoms presumably have acted as cold traps to collect 
any lunar volatiles existing over geologic time. Should 
such permafrost deposits be found at or near the surface, 
techniques for extracting, handling, and conserving their 
products will become a prime technology need. 
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Lunar Mine Location. The mine should of course 
be near the base. If a lunar polar orbiter finds perma-
frost in the polar cold traps, this will virtually 
dictate a polar base location--at least for mining the 
volatiles. Such a location has other advantages but may 
not be optimum as a mass driver site. Even if available 
permafrost is not found and hydrogen has to be imported, 
the polar cold traps can provide cryogenic storage for 
the hydrogen, for water as ice, and for oxygen extracted 
from lunar soil. Therefore, there is a possibility 
that lunar materials technologies must include cryogenic 
processes as well as the high-temperature techniques 
mentioned earlier. 
Technology Directions. It is thus evident that 
technology needs will differ depending upon what is learned 
about the Moon between now and 8 YFS. If the Apollo and 
Luna samples prove to be representative of all the lunar 
materials available (i.e., if no higher grade ores, no 
carbonaceous deposits, and no permafrost are found by 
polar orbital surveys), techniques will be needed for 
mining, sizing-sorting, and perhaps simple beneficiation 
of lunar soils. If it is decided to go beyond simple 
(e.g., magnetic) beneficiation on the Moon, both moderate-
temperature (crucible) and high-temperature (plasma arc 
or solar furnace) techniques for extracting oxygen from 
silicates and for converting lunar soil and rocks into 
other products usable on the Moon will be needed. If 
only solar-wing-implanted hydrogen is available, an 
efficient process for extracting it from large volumes 
of lunar soil must be devised, or hydrogen must be trans-
ported to the Moon. Timing is an important element in 
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these choices. To build up the inventory of oxygen, 
water, and other products needed for initial operation 
of a lunar base, either a small plant can operate for 
a long time or a larger plant can operate for a shorter 
time. The earlier a small automated plant on the Moon 
can start up, the sooner the realities of sustained 
operations there will be learned, and the sooner stock-
piling useful materials will begin. Therefore, there is 
urgency in developing the requisite automated technology 
on a small scale. Should larger throughput rates be 
needed for later expansion, plants using later generation 
technology could be designed; instead of being entirely 
automated, these could be man tended but it would prob-
ably still be economical to have a high degree of auto-
mation. 
Technology Need Description. In general accord 
with the above rationale, Group V of the Summer Study 
and the NASA Planning Group developed technology need 
concepts. The appendix comprises copies of query sheets 
collected. They include need descriptions for pr·ocesses 
ranging from iron-titanium extraction out of lunar 
ilmenites to the synthesis of binders and adhesives using 
lunar raw materials. In addition to these individual 
process developments, there is, of course, a heed for 
integrative trade-off analyses and for thinking about 
unconventional processes, unconventional products, and 
unconventional uses of the products. An example might 
be network-type inorganic polymers made from silicate 
raw materials. The needs list of the appendix should 
therefore be regarded as a first cut at the problem. 
It does identify some tasks that could be usefully started 
now, but it leaves open the prospect for inventions. 
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Asteroid Resources. Direct knowledge of some lunar 
resources is available from returned samples, but what 
may lie elsewhere on the Moon can only be inferred. 
For the asteroids,the picture is different. Although 
no attempt has yet been made to sample an asteroid 
deliberately, meteorite samples and some evidence, both 
direct and indirect, are on hand that indicate some 
meteorites and some asteroids are chemically and miner-
alogically related; indeed, there is a growing opinion 
that at least some meteorites are in fact asteroid 
samples. If true, this makes the asteroids extremely 
interesting as a resource, because many of them would 
be rich in organics and water, and others may consist 
almost entirely of metals. On the Moon, the first need 
is to find out whether or not the presently known materials 
are typical of the whole Moon. For the asteroids, the 
analogous need is to find accessible bodies which do in 
fact contain the abundant resources promised by the 
meteorite data ("accessible" is meant to include orbits 
favorable for recovery into the Earth-Moon system; for 
example, the Apollo and Amor asteroid families). Assuming 
that one such object is found and tracked, then visited 
by remote-sensing flyby spacecraft to confirm its surface 
chemistry, techniques will be needed for bringing it 
into the Earth-Moon system, as described in other reports 
of the Summer Study. 
In this section the concern is only with the mining, 
processing, and manufacturing that go on once the asteroid 
is in hand. Some of these processes may not need to wait 
until the end of the journey toward Earth-Moon. For 
example, if the asteroid's own material is to be used for 
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reaction mass, en route beneficiation to throwaway the 
less valuable fraction and keep a concentrate as part 
of the payload becomes attractive. Since a typical 
transit may take several years, with mUltiple Earth and 
Venus flybys before the final Earth-Moon capture, any 
en route processes should be completely automated so 
that it is not necessary for a crew to ride along all 
the way. Because the thrust direction must change many 
times during transit, a simple solar-powered continuous 
beneficiation plant such as that proposed for the lunar 
polar base may not be practical; thus a more advanced 
(but still conceptually simple, e.g., magnetic) beneficia-
tion technology may be required. In any event, with or 
without beneficiation, a residue of the original asteroid 
will eventually arrive in the Earth-Moon system and at 
that point technologies will be needed for extracting 
and using its products. 
Some of these technologies (for silicates, etc.) 
can be similar to those discussed earlier for the Moon. 
For materials such as those of the nickel-iron meteorites, 
little more than mechanical hot-working may be needed 
to form useful products. However, as mentioned earlier 
for lunar rock crushers, blacksmith's machinery tends 
to be heavy, so that unconventional vacuum techniques 
(plasma arc extraction and deposition, electron beam 
machining and welding) should also be considered. For 
materials resembling those of the carbonaceous meteorites, 
a whole range of gentler techniques should be developed: 
crushing of the friable matrix with capture of released 
volatiles, then moderate heating to a few hundred degrees 
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centigrade to release hydrocarbons, water, and other 
gases. Technology needs of this kind, yie~ding processes 
which could be used with carbonaceous materials from 
either the asteroids or (if any are found there) the 
Moon, are also listed in the appendix. 
3.6 PROGRAMMATICS 
The key areas of research and development are shown 
in Table 3-2. The schedule and budget levels were rather 
arbitrarily selected based on the premise that major 
increases in the NASA budget were unlikely without a 
national mandate. However, such a mandate could sub-
stantially accelerate the R&D described, but not to less 
than about 3 years, which would move the ready data for 
the key issues to 4 YFS. In addition to the key R&D 
items enumerated, technology needs in other areas must 
be advanced. Because of the time available, these areas 
are not specifically identi~ied and must wait for the 
completion of the early system studies. However, rather 
than ignore these requirements, an R&D allocation was 
recommended beginning in 4 RFS and is shown in Fig. 3-3 
as "other"~ it was arbitrarily set equal to the funding 
requirements for the key R&D areas. 
The budget shown here is felt to be the most 
ambitious one likely without a national mandate to move 
as rapidly as possible toward the development of a non-
terrestrial solar power satellite. 
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TABLE 3-2 
KEY R&D QUESTIONS 
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Figure 3-3. R&D Funding 
3.7 COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY TEST BED PROGRAMS 
It is assumed that the research and development 
program covering ground- and space-based technology 
advancement experiments and verification activities 
previously described will be carried out prior to 8 YFS 
the technology readiness planning date. Within this 
time period, five basic technology test-bed programs 
will verify and update integrated system elements 
(components) in preparation for larger scale systems 
demonstration programs. Attention is drawn in Table 
3-3 to those technology test-bed requirements that are 
pecular to nonterrestrial resources utilization. It 
is assumed that the ongoing and planned satellite power 
systems activities will cover all areas peculiar to 
those systems. Rough cost estimates are presented, 
however, for all test-bed programs. Study and research 
activities defined elsewhere must be undertaken to 
support final refinement of these estimates. 
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TABLE 3-3 
REQUIRED COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY TEST BEDS 
COMPONENT TECHNOLOGY TEST BEDS 
Material Process SMF 
Space Manufacturing System 
High Efficiency OTV Engineering 
Construction Systems 
Long-Term Habitats 
Mass Catcher 
TOTAL 
* Covered by present SPS planning. 
$ x 10 6 
100-200 
200-500 
(200-500) 
(200-500) 
(200-300) 
200-300 
500-1000 
(1100-2100) 
4 PRECURSOR FLIGHT MISSIONS 
4.1 EXPLORATION PROGRAMS 
4.1.1 Introduction 
This section describes lunar and other exploratory 
activities that can and should be carried out as part 
of the preparations for a space settlement program. 
Since these explorations are largely justified in their 
own right as science, some of them are already proposed 
or planned. The effect of a space settlement initiative 
would be to enhance the priority of these efforts and 
broaden their support. There is no reason to suppose 
that the result would not still be good science--but the 
data would also be useful, and in some cases critical, 
for designing and planning the space settlement program. 
Further information on lunar and asteroidal resources, 
with program recommendations, will be forthcoming in 
the report of the 1977 Summer Workshop on Near-Earth 
1 Resources chaired by Dr. J. R. Arnold. 
4.1.2 Lunar Exploration 
We already know enough about the Moon to be able 
to design base systems that could operate at an Apollo 
landing site. We have some idea of the geophysics and 
geochemistry of the Moon and the surface distribution 
of such useful elements as aluminum, titanium, and iron. 
Much of this knowledge is limited to the equatorial region 
surveyed by Apollo. What we need now is to learn answers 
to the following questions: 
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1. Are there higher local concentrations of 
usable resources? 
2. Are there superior base sites with access 
to these resources? 
3. What is needed for the recovery and use 
of the resources? 
With regard to resource concentrations, Earth-
based and orbital maps already show striking variations 
in composition across the lunar surface, in some cases 
correlated with the age and morphology of geologic units. 
We need a global, high-resolution survey to pursue this 
lead, to develop models of lunar processes that can serve 
as a guide to prospecting, and in particular to search 
for unique, local phenomena that could indicate higher 
grade ores including, for example, water and other 
volatiles trapped as permafrost in permanently shadowed 
polar craters. 
Even if no permafrost is found, the polar regions 
should be closely examined as possible base sites because 
of their unique environment combining constant sunlight 
and constant darkness, which can be exploited in the 
design of base power, life support, and other thermo-
dynamic systems. 
Once a potential resource and a potentially suit-
able base site are identified, the next need is for 
prospecting on the ground. In addition to confirming 
orbital observations, the prospecting mission must survey 
the site as well as possible, determine the chemical, 
mineral, and physical state of the mineral to be mined. 
and measure the environment parameters that are critical 
to base design. 
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Following the prospecting, it will be logical to 
set up a small-scale processing demonstration at the 
chosen site. The purpose of this mission should be not 
only to confirm operation in the real lunar environment 
with real lunar feed materials but also to begin building 
a stockpile of products for later use. Even a small 
automated plant, if run continuously over a long period, 
could produce a vital inventory of materials (e.g., water) 
which would then be used and recycled on the base. If 
this automated processing demonstration were located in 
a polar region, its volatile products could be frozen 
and stored in the dark cold traps, obviating the need 
for heavy tanks. 
In addition to the resources of the Moon itself, 
there is a resource represented by the dynamic properties 
of the Earth-Moon system, for example, the stable libra-
tion points where orbiting masses can be maintained 
with small amounts of propulsion. There are also stable 
orbits in the vicinity of the Moon, some of which would 
permit a continuous communications relay to the lunar 
far side as well as being suitable for the capture of 
materials launched from the lunar surface. To explore 
the perturbations and guidance error properties of these 
weakly bound libration orbits should be a straightforward 
task for a small automated spacecraft which could also 
be instrumented for magnetospheric science. Such a 
mission would be an important pathfinder for any systems 
making use of this class of orbits in Earth-Moon space. 
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To provide the knowledge needed for all of these 
purposes, one can visualize a series of precursor 
activities as follows: 
1. Continued ground-based spectrophotometric 
mapping of the Moon, and continued lunar 
research using samples and other data to 
develop fundamental resource understanding 
2. Lunar Polar Orbiter (LPO) 
3. Libration dynamics explorer 
4. Surface prospector 
5. Automated processing station 
Ground-Based Activities. The potential of ground-
2,3 
based spectrophotometry has been demonstrated but 
by no means exhausted. Mineralogical mapping of the 
Moon's earthward face should be continued and accompanied 
by further development of instrumentation techniques 
(which will also benefit the higher resolution mapping 
from orbit) as well as by correlations and modeling to 
develop understanding of the observed mineral variations. 
These same techniques can then be applied to higher 
latitude, limb, and far-side regions by observing from 
lunar orbit. Other ground-based lunar research, involving 
lunar samples and other data with specific reference to 
resource utilization, is described elsewhere in this 
report. 
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Lunar Polar Orbiter. The Lunar Polar Orbiter, 
illustrated in Fig. 4-1 and described in Refs. 4 and 5, 
has been extensively studied. Eight scientific investi-
gations have been selected, and some preliminary develop-
ments have been started. The mission was, in 1977, pro-
posed for launch in late 1981 or early 1982; estimated 
project cost was $120M. The NASA-sponsored 1977 Summer 
Workshop on Near-Earth Resources l reviewed the mission 
and concluded that it should be flown as soon as possible 
with its present complement of investigations. Some 
extensions of the mission in specific support of a re-
source survey are feasible and desirable; the workshop 
concluded that these should be limited to what can be 
done without delaying the flight. In addition to its 
global geochemical and geophysical survey, the LPO has 
the potential for discovering polar permafrost if it 
exists, for measuring the regional topography of base 
sites, and for investigating anomalous areas of possible 
resource interest, such as volcanic provinces, lunar 
rilles, and dark-haloed rimless carters. 
Libration Dynamics Explorer. The LPO mission in-
corporates a small subsatellite in high orbit whose pur-
pose is to relay radio Doppler tracking to and from the 
orbiter while it is over the Moon's far side, out of 
sight of Earth. With modification, this subsatellite 
could, upon completion of its mission in support of LPO, 
become a libration orbit explorer. Alternatively, that 
mission could be launched separately from Earth. Neither 
approach would be highly costly; the choice would prob-
ably be based on program and schedule considerations and 
on the perceived need for a precursor mission combining 
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Figure 4-1. Lunar Polar Orbiter and 
Doppler Relay Subsatellite 
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orbital pathfinding and magnetospheric science. This 
mission is a good candidate for international involve-
ment in the lunar program, and is already being discussed 
in a preliminary way by the European Space Agency. 
Previous missions in this class have included IMP 
(Explorer 35) and RAE-B (Explorer 49), both now orbiting 
the Moon. 
Surface Prospector. Automated lunar rovers have 
been the subject of many studies (Refs. 6~9( for example), 
and their practicality has been demonstrated by operation 
of the two Soviet Lunokhod machines on the Moon. Long-
range, long-duration surface traverses have undoubted 
scientific merit for exploring both the Moon and Mars, 
but because of their relatively high cost such missions 
have yet to compete successfully with other candidate 
missions in the u.S. lunar and planetary program. The 
short-range mobility provided by the Apollo manned lunar 
rover was a great asset to geological reconnaissance and 
sampling, and the prospecting mission is clearly feasible 
with only modest improvements in mobility, range, and 
endurance of the rover. The main new needs are for 
(1) remotely controlled prospecting instrumentation 
with support systems such as sampling manipulators and 
drills), and (2) systems permitting operation out of 
sight of Earth, for example, within the polar shaded 
craters. Figure 4-2 is a sketch of such a rover. In 
addition to lighting and imaging devices for visual 
reconnaissance and topographic mapping, the machine 
should carry instruments for measuring the chemical, 
mineral, and physical properties of soils, rocks, and 
volatiles (X-ray, gamma-ray, alpha particle and/or 
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Figure 4-2. Roving Prospector Entering a Permanently 
Shaded Polar Crater on the Moon 
neutron spectrometers, for example) as well as devices 
such as a drill or soil auger for sampling below the 
surface. If designed for a long lifetime not specifically 
limited by on-board consumables or wear, such a machine 
could have continuing utility in later phases of the 
program. It could serve as a local transport (see below) 
or, alternatively, after completing its local resource-
prospecting survey it could be sent off on a long scien-
tific traverse. 
Because their objectives were to some extent pre-
empted in 1971-73 by Apollo 15-17 and Lunokhod I and 2, 
there has been little recent study of specific automated 
lunar roving missions. Support for research and develop-
ment of some of the required automation techniques has, 
however, continued. Therefore, the first need now is 
for a mission study using assumptions appropriate to 
today's technology and to today's understanding of the 
scientific and resource-prospecting objectives. A 
second need, already mentioned, is for R&D on prospecting 
instruments. With the results of such work in hand, the 
next step will be to develop a specific project defini-
tion and cost estimate so that the mission can be pro-
posed, reviewed, and approved through NASA and the Office 
of Management and Budget. The mission study should be 
done in I YFS or 2 Y~S and the project-definition study 
should be done in 2 YFS or 3 YFS so that the prospector 
development could be ready to proceed as soon as warranted 
by LPO results. Costs for these preproject phases, in-
cluding- related instrument technology work, would be a 
few million dollars; the cost of the project itself 
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would probably be of the order of $300M. A Soviet 
prospector .derived from the Lunokhod, perhaps with com-
munications support via a u.S. relay satellite, is a 
possibility that should be explored if international 
conditions permit. 
Automated Processing Station. Figure 4--3 is a sketch 
of an automated lunar material processing station, intended 
to illustrate one possible concept for using solar ener~y 
directly to extract useful substances from lunar materials. 
The prospector rover is shown operating as a transport. 
What goes on inside the processing station is not shown 
and has not been studied. Elsewhere in this report, recom-
mendations for such studies are discussed. If the lunar 
soil contains frozen volatiles, simple heating to a few 
hundred degrees centigrade will release them. At higher 
temperatures the soil can be sintered or fused into various 
products; it already contains substantial amounts of 
im?act-derived glass. Beyond mere melting, a variety of 
thermochemical or electrochemical processes may be used; 
the salient need now is for a study of the various possi-
bilities and initial development of those that appear 
promising for lunar application. Reference 1 and its 
bibliography give relevant information for such studies. 
The system sketched in Fig. 4-3 is shown operating 
at a permanently illuminated polar site; the lunar polar 
orbiter is a needed precursor to finding and evaluating 
such locations. Pros and cons of a polar location are 
briefly discussed in Ref. 10, but obviously more lunar data 
and more trade-off studies are required before a decision 
can be made on polar vs. equatorial base sites. 
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Materials Processor Operating at a 
Permanently Illuminated Polar Site 
Depending on the outcome of early studies on proc-
essing principles and techniques, and also OQ the LPO 
survey which is critical for site selection, preliminary 
design of the automated processing station should begin 
about 3 YFS or 4 YFS with the intent to go into a 
project-definition phase by 5 YFS for launch and lunar 
operations beginning in 8 YFS. Preproject and SRT costs 
would rise to a few million dollars per year; costs for 
the actual project cannot be estimated at this time 
because of the many uncertainties remaining about lunar 
resources and how and why we will use them. In any 
event, this precursor demonstration would probably be 
kept quite small not only to hold down its cost but also 
to allow for the possibility of major changes in objec-
tives or methods as a result of what is learned in all 
of the precursor missions. As mentioned previously, 
however, even a small and perhaps inefficient demon-
stration plant could, if started early enough, build 
up a vitally important inventory of products for later 
use on the Moon. 
The series of lunar missions just outlined is, 
of course, only one of a number of program options. 
The lunar polar orbiter is in any event the first flight 
mission, because all versions of the later program 
depend on its results. After LPO, however, the course 
of events may be different from that given above. For 
example, if anomalous but very interesting data are 
obtained in the polar regions, radar mapping from orbit 
may be desired to investigate the shadowed areas where 
visual imaging from orbit is not practical. Another 
option would be to do the prospecting with m~nned in-
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stead of automated systems. However, the demonstration 
processing station would in any case be automated, be-
cause of the likely requirement for a long-duration 
mission (at least several months) and the certainty 
that the full-sc~le plant would be largely automated. 
Thus these precursor mission options relate more to the 
pace and scope of the follow-on settlement program than 
they do to the main questions that need to be answered 
about the Moon. 
4.1.3 Asteroid and Comet Investigations 
As in the case of the Moon, but to a greater 
degree because of our much earlier state of knowledge, 
precursor activities are required for developing the 
prospect of using asteroidal resources. Much can be 
learned by ground-based observation, as outlined in 
other parts of this report and also in Ref. 1, but 
ultimately flight missions will be required just as in 
the case of the Moon. There is, however, an important 
difference: as of today, we do not know which bodies 
should be visited first--and it is possible that the 
best candidate has not yet even been discovered. Clearly 
the first need is for increased searches in the realm 
of the Earth-crossing asteroids. 
Four main lines of investigation pertinent to 
asteroid resources are apparent: 
1. Discovery and characterization of more near-
Earth asteroids. 
2. Continued investigation of main-belt asteroids 
(those between Mars and Jupiter). 
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3. Investigation of comets, particularly those 
which appear to be genetically related to 
near-Earth asteroids (comet Encke may be 
the prime example). 
4. Continued research on meteors and metorites, 
which are natural examples of solar-systen 
material intercepted by the Earth and so 
must in some ways be representative of near-
Earth material resources. 
niscovery and Characterization. As outlined in 
Ref. 1 and its bibliography, the near-Earth asteroid 
search can be immediately expanded at low cost (less 
than $lM/yr). Discovery, orbit determination, and 
prompt spectrophotometric observation using dedicated 
and on-call telescopes could rapidly augment the known 
number of near-Earth objects that are candidates for 
close examination and possibly retrieval. 
Investigation of Main Belt. Polarimetric and 
spectrophotometric observations of the main-belt aster-
oids have proven valuable for sorting the asteroids into 
compositional families (for recent reviews, see Refs. 
11 and 12). Apart from its great scientific interest 
in relation to the origin and evolution of bodies in 
the solar system, this research is relevant to the ques-
tion of resources, because it shows us which asteroids 
are the most likely to be predominately rocky, metallic, 
or rich in carbonaceous and volatile substances. A key 
resource question is whether or not the same wide range 
of compositions is available near the Earth. Meteorites 
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suggest that, at least in modest quantities, it is. 
These ground-based observations are fully justified on 
scientific grounds and are not costly. 
Comet/Asteroid Relationships. Of similar scientific 
interest is the relationship between certain asteroids 
and short-period comets. According to one model, comet 
Encke is now in the process of losing the last of its 
available volatiles, and in a few hundred or thousand 
years will be indistinguishable from an asteroid. Since 
the population of near-Earth objects is expected to be 
rapidly swept up or ejected by encounters with the inner 
planets, it seems to have a source of replenishment--
perhaps comets, of which Encke is an example, that have 
been perturbed into short-period orbits by planetary 
encounters. Since asteroidal volatiles are among the 
prime resources to be sought, this question is also of 
more than scientific interest. As shown by the campaigns 
that were mounted for comets Kohoutek and Bennett, 
important observations can be made from Earth, from air-
craft, and from spacecraft in Earth orbit, with costs 
ranging up to a few million dollars. Ultimately, how-
ever, a spacecraft mission to a selected comet will be 
needed. The scope and cost of such missions can vary 
widely depending on the target, the measurement objec-
tives, and the program context. 
Meteorite and Meteor Studies. The infall of solar-
system materials presents a continuing opportunity both 
for science and for planning the recovery of asteroidal 
resources. The key links that need to be explored are 
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those relating meteorites to Earth-crossing asteroids 
and meteors to comets, together with the selection effects 
that make the known meteorites nonrepresentative of 
the materials that are potentially available for use in 
space. Meteorite and meteor research is scientifically 
justified and not costly, but may yield data of much 
importance to a resource program. 
Clearly there is still a lot that can be done, 
in all four of these lines of investigation, by the 
methods and at the costs typical of ground-based, air-
borne and Earth-orbital astronomy. Soon enough, however, 
the time will come wheri flight missions to the target 
bodies must be mounted to maintain progress. Figure 4-4 
is a sketch suggesting a comet rendezvous. Preliminary 
studies of such missions should begin now. As outlined 
in Ref. 1, a wide range of choice is available; flyby 
vs. rendezvous, single vs. multiple targets, ballistic 
vs. low-thrust propulsion, for example. In our present 
state of knowledge a ballistic mission to a single target, 
with either a true rendezvous or a very slow flyby, 
appears to be the first choice, with later program 
phases leading to an asteroid sample return. Trade-off 
studies of such missions should be made in 1 YFS or 2 YFS, 
with the intent of developing a first project definition 
by 3 YFS or 4 YFS. As in the case of the lunar missions 
following after LPO, these preproject efforts (with 
appropriate SRT on, for example, rendezvous t:echniques 
and compositional sensors) could be usefully carried 
forward on a scale not exceeding a few million dollars 
per year. Cost of the first flight mission itself cannot 
now be predicted because, as mentioned previously, -the 
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range of choice remains very broad; however, it would 
be very desirable to find a useful mission in the cost 
range similar to LPO ($lOOM to $150M) to enhance the 
chances of approval for a first asteroid flight in the 
early eighties. 
4.1.4 Precursor Program Summary 
One way to combine the lunar and asteroidal ground-
based observations, supporting research and development, 
and flight missions into a program with moderate annual 
expenditures is shown in Fig. 4-5. The costs shown are 
all rough order-of-magnitude estimates, except for LPO 
which is the only project to have reached the project-
definition study phase~ As pointed out above, studies 
should be made soon to bring the next following flight 
projects (for example, the lunar prospector and the 
asteroid or comet rendezvous) up to a similar stage of 
definition so that their objectives, general design 
approach, management plan, and costs are known. This 
to some extent depends upon progress in developing con-
cepts for the later program of space settlements and 
use of near-Earth resources. However, definition of the 
early precursor missions can and should proceed soon 
because we can already visualize the need for their 
results in almost any version of the final program. 
With some such series of projects as illustrated in Fig. 
4-5, perhaps involving some international contributions, 
we would be doing good solar-system science and also 
making direct progress toward understanding and using 
the resources of near-Earth asteroids and the Moon. 
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The second demonstration may employ a considerable 
number of simulated (terrestrially produced) lunar re-
sour~es in its configuration. It would, however, be 
accompanied by a parallel (real) lunar resource acquisi-
tion and processing system which has contributed in 
part to the fabrication of the demonstration system and 
exhibits practical expansion up to the capacity needed 
for complete production of the end operational product. 
It should be recognized that, in the use of nonterrestrial 
resources, a demonstration of this class must have in-
stituted program growth to include those basic capabilities 
illustrated in Fig. 4-6. This capability is basic to a 
following buildup (given a "go" decision) to bring the 
end products into being and should therefore be compatible 
to such evolution. 
Figure 4-7 draws attention to the need to recognize 
other possible major alternatives which can require 
pursuit of other critical technology. The figure indicates 
a need for technology development of SPS systems that is 
relatively independent of the means and resources for 
their operational construction, in concert with two in-
dependent paths of technology development relating to 
sources of resonrces and implementation techniques (non-
terrestrial vs. terrestrial). Relative assessment and 
selection among these basic alternatives must occur before 
the fundamental scope of the demonstration program (user 
oriented, 99.5% confidence) can be initiated. 
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The following requirements discussion deals only 
with the technology for the use of nonterrestrial materials 
in the development of solar power systems. 
4.2 SYSTEMS DEMONSTRATION 
4.2.1 Objectives 
The objective of the systems demonstration program 
is to convincingly (99.5% confidence) demonstrate to the 
industrial and finance communities the capability to: 
• Construct economically competitive and tech-
nically sound satellite power systems in 
space. 
• Utilize extraterrestrial materials for the 
construction to the maximum extent. 
• Provide extraterrestrial materials of the 
quantity and quality and at the rate required 
for satellite power systems construction. 
• Receive continuous electrical power at 
a selected ground station on Earth from the 
constructed demonstration power system. A 
power level necessary and sufficient for an 
acceptable demonstration must be defined 
by the recommended analytical studies. 
The earliest demonstration will be focused about a 
low Earth orbiting power satellite or module primarily 
intended to demonstrate and qualify the basic power con-
version and transfer technology, and it contributes one "go" 
input to the decision structure for the second demonstra-
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tion. The second demonstration in geosynchronous orbit 
embodies all of the elements and processes involved in 
the planned end product and should satisfy the economic 
concerns and need for confidence in the technical aspects 
of the prospective funding institutions (electrical 
utilities, etc.). 
4.2.2 Requirements 
In order to clearly define the requirements of the 
system demonstration program, this phase must be con-
sidered in conjunction with preceding and subsequent 
phases. As shown in the section on program require-
ments for an operational system and the section on major 
test programs, two major phases of a technology readi-
ness effort are planned to occur prior to the demonstra-
tions: a component technology test-bed program and an 
exploration program. These must provide required informa-
tion to decide on a system demonstration program leading 
toward a full operational capability demonstration of 
a prototype system. 
The Phase A and B component technology test-bed program 
will exercise all critical technical aspects of systems 
and subsystems in subscale tests and demonstrations to 
develop a level of confidence in the concept feasibility. 
The post-Phase B system demonstration program will exercise 
all critical vital functions and processes in the required 
spatial locations necessary for subsequent full-scale 
operation of a prototype operation. The systems demon-
stration program, therefore, has the following general 
requirements: 
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• Initiation of a program which develops and 
operates on the lunar surface and in space 
the complexes, facilities, and elements re-
quired to be able to initiate the access and 
use of extraterrestrial materials and begin 
the processing and production of the re-
quired satellite power system elements from 
which a demonstration satellite could readily 
be constructed and assembled. 
• Initiation of a program which develops and 
operates in geosynchronous orbit a I-GW 
satellite power system which has been fab-
ricated, constructed, and assembled from 
simulated extraterrestrial materials of 
terrestrial origin. 
The system demonstration program after successfully 
implementing the two initiating programs above should 
allow, if the decision of program continuation were given, 
to proceed directly toward a build-up program which 
would produce a satellite power systems and extraterres-
trial manufacturing prototype operational program. 
This prototype operational demonstration of an 
operationally sized system will be the key to achieve a 
minimum of 99% confidence level for a maximum produc-
tion rate program (5 satellites per year). This, then, 
would constitute the actual production program if the 
prototype operations are successful. An unresolved key 
problem of the program build-up sequence is the decision 
between two demonstration options: 
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• A build-up limited to produce a demonstra-
tion satellite of minimum acceptable capacity 
with a capability of subsequent expansion 
to an operational production cycle. 
• A build-up to produce a full-size operational 
prototype satellite with full operational 
production capability shortly thereafter. 
Obviously each option affects overall availability 
schedules for operational satellites and program costs. 
The overall R&D efforts, however, are not affected by 
these options. 
A crude first estimate of the funding requirements 
for a system technology demonstration program is shown 
in Table 4-1. 
4.2.3 Demonstration Systems 
The demonstration systems presented here cover 
only the most critical areas and issues to be resolved 
and verified through systems demonstrations. It is 
merely the foundation upon which the final convincing 
step must rest: the prototype operational demonstration. 
Any satellite power systems particularly related 
to critical systems are excluded because it is assumed 
that these systems will be demonstrated as planned and 
studied within the ongoing satellite power system pro-
gram covered by DOE/NASA efforts. Only systems peculiar 
to the utilization of extraterrestrial resources are 
covered here: 
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TABLE 4-1 
REQUIRED SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS 
SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 
* Power Demonstration 
Lunar Launcher 
Mass Catcher 
* High Efficiency OTV Engine 
Material Processing SMF 
* Construction Systems 
Lunar Power Systems 
* Long-Term Habitats 
Manufacturing Systems 
TOTAL 
* Covered by present SPS planning. 
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(500-1000) 
500-1000 
500-1000 
(500-1000) 
1000-2000 
Included in 
other programs 
listed here 
200-400 
(2000-3000) 
500-1000 
2700-5400 
Nonterrestrial 
Materials Peculiar 
(5700-10,400) 
• Lunar launcher 
• L2 payload interceptor (mass catcher) 
• Materials processing 
• Manufacturing systems 
• Lunar power systems 
• Long-term habitats 
All human and automated operations must be in-
cluded in each system demonstration. All required habitat 
and transportation sytems for personnel and cargo must 
be included in each system demonstration. 
Lunar Launcher. The lunar launcher systems demon-
stration consists of: 
• Payload extraction and delivery 
• Payload packaging and transport 
• Lunar launcher operational installations 
Lunar payload trajectory control 
• Lunar payload trajectory verification 
• Payload interceptor control verification 
Shortly after initial launcher demonstrations, 
it will be necessary to initiate the L2 payload inter-
ceptor demonstration to absolutely verify the lunar 
payload trajectory and flight mechanics characteristics. 
Assumed demonstration performance criteria: 
• Operation period: 30 days over 365 days 
• Launcher throughput rate (periodic): 
4 x 10 6 kg/day 
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L2 Payload rnterceptor (Mass Catcher). The L2 
payload interceptor systems demonstration consists of: 
• Lunar launch control receiver 
• An interceptor 
• Interceptor attitude and position 
control systems 
• Interceptor sequencing command center 
• Interceptor mass control systems 
• Interceptor propulsion and power systems 
• Interceptor guidance and flight 
control systems 
• Interceptor data and communication system 
This systems demonstration must be initiated 
shortly after the lunar launcher demonstration activa-
tion and be performed in conjunction with it. 
Assumed demonstration performance criteria: 
• 
• 
Operating period: 30 days over 300 days 
Mass flow (periodic): 4 x 10 6 kg/day 
Materials Processing and Manufacturing Systems. 
This systems demonstration can be performed with simulated 
lunar materials to a large extent. Actual lunar material 
processing will be done based on the then-limited quan-
tities available and the need for actual lunar material 
where simulation falls short in providing acceptable 
characteristics. 
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Since the purpose of SMF is the production of a 
satellite power system, the demonstration has to pro-
duce all critical and significant satellite components 
and elements required except those that would be delivered 
from Earth. This systems demonstration consists of the 
following operations: 
• Raw materials processing 
• Manufacturing of system components from 
processed raw material 
• Fabrication and construction of system 
elements from manufactured components 
• Quality assurance, accounting, and storage 
of products 
Assumed demonstration performances criteria: 
• Operating period: 30 days over 300 days 
Materials processing: 4 6 • x 10 kg/days 
Product flow (periodic): 1.5 x 6 
• 
10 kg/day 
Lunar Power Systems. Lunar power systems demon-
strations must be performed in conjunction with the 
lunar launcher demonstration and the associated opera-
tions. 
The systems demonstration consists of: 
• Base power plant 
Peak power plant 
• Waste heat radiation system 
• Utility interface and control system 
• Distribution system 
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Assumed demonstration performance criteria are: 
• Operating period: 30 days over 365 days 
• Power capacity: 50 MW 
Long-Term Habitats. This systems demonstration 
consists of simultaneous habitat demonstrations at the 
following space locations: 
• Earth Orbital Terminal (EOT) 
• Lunar Orbital Terminal (LOT) 
Lunar Resources Complex (LRC) 
• • 
Transition Complex Spacecraft (TC) 
• Space Manufacturing Facility (SMF) 
Each demonstration will include the following 
subsystems: 
• Life support and ecological systems 
• Structures 
• Attitude control and station keeping 
(except LRC habitat) 
• Power supplies 
• Thermal control 
Assumed demonstration performance criteria are: 
• Operating life: 30 years 
• Population: 
EOT and LRC 50-100 
LOT 5-10 
TC 5 
SMF 6500 
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5 HUMAN FACTORS PLANNING IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION 
OF SPACE 
The listings on the following pages summarize 
the workshop discussions on the human factors 
element in nonterrestrial industrialization. 
It is anticipated that a planned addendum to 
this report will contain discussions amplify-
ing these summaries. 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
WHAT MEANT BY INDUSTRIALIZATION 
USE OF SPACE TO PRODUCE AND TRANSMIT 
• ENERGY 
• MATERIALS 
• INFORMATION 
(EXPLICIT REQUIREMENT THAT MAN WILL OCCUpy CIS-LUNAR SPACE) 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
WHY STUDY HUMAN FACTORS? 
• GIVEN THE UNKNOWNS OF LONG-DURATION MANNED SPACE FLIGHT 
• TO ASSURE SUCCESS OF THE PROGRAMS 
• TO ESTABLISH SUITABLE HABITAT DESIGNS 
• TO BETTER UNDERSTAND HUMANS, THEIR INSTITUTIONS AND 
THEIR .ROLE IN THE UNIVERSE 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
WHAT ARE THE HUMAN FACTORS? 
• ECONOMICS 
• MACRO - THE WORLD'S ECONOMIC OUTLOOK 
• MICRO - THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACE ENERGY 
MATERIALS AND INFORMATION 
• ORBITAL HUMAN PHYSICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS 
• ORBITAL POLITICAL, INSTITUTIONAL, LEGAL AND FINANCIAL 
REQUIREMENTS 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
WHAT ARE THE STUDY OBJECTIVES? 
• DETERMINE ALTERNATIVE POSSIBILITIES FOR FINANCING 
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION PROGRAMS 
• DETERMINE THE COST EFFECTIVENESS OF SPACE INDUSTRIAL-
IZATION PROGRAMS 
• DETERMINE THE PHYSICAL, PSYCHOLOGICAL, SOCIAL AND 
CULTURAL REQUIREMENTS FOR HUMANS LIVING AND WORKING 
IN SPACE FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME 
• IDENTIFY THE RESEARCH PROGRAMS REQUIRED TO EVALUATE 
THE PERFORMANCE OF LARGE GROUPS OF HUMANS IN SPACE 
• DETERMINE THE POLITICAL, INSTITUTIONAL, LEGAL AND 
FINANCIAL REQUIREMENTS FOR GROUPS OF HUMANS LIVING 
AND WORKING IN SPACE FOR LONG PERIODS OF TIME 
• IDENTIFY THE RESEARCH PROGRAMS REQUIRED TO EVALUATE 
THE PERFORMANCE OF THESE SOCIAL SYSTEMS IN SPACE 
• CARRY OUT THE APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENTS, 
INCLUDING THE HUMAN FACTORS, FOR THE VARIOUS PROGRAf.1S 
IN SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
OUTLOOK FOR SPACE - A BEGINNING FOR THE STUDY 
• THE FUTURE ENVIRONMENT - U.S. AND WORLD TRENDS 
FORECASTING INTERNATIONAL/FUTURE GROUP, 1975 
• IMPLICATIONS OF PUBLIC OPINION FOR SPACE PROGRAM 
PLANNING, 1980 - 2000, HUDSON INSTITUTE, 1975 
• THE EXPLORATION ETHIC, ITS HISTORICAL-INTELLECTUAL 
BASIS GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY, 1975 
• PROCEEDINGS OF THE OUTLOOK FOR SPACE SEMINAR, 
HAMMERSMITH FARM, SEPTEMBER 30 - OCTOBER 4, 1974 
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTE, 1975 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
WORKSHOP IN ORBITAL HUMAN CHARACTERISTICS 
TOPICS (PARTIAL LIST) 
: AGE : SEX : SIZE OF GROUP ; SKILL DISTRIBUTION 
: CONFLICT RESOLUTIONS : SELECTION CRITERIA; 
CULTURAL ACTIVITIES: CRITERIA FOR HABITAT DESIGN, ETC. 
EIGHT - TEN PARTICIPANTS 
ORGANIZER: J. SHURLEY 
OBJECTIVE: DEFINE WHAT ISSUES ARE AND IDENTIFY PROCESS 
FOR DEVELOPING ANSWERS 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
WORKSHOP IN ORBITAL HUMAN INSTITUTIONS 
TOPICS (PARTIAL LIST) 
: COMPENSATION : LEGAL RESPONSIBILITIES ; GOVERNANCE 
: FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS : LABOR RELATIONS ; CRIMINAL/ 
CIVIL JUSTICE ; ETC. 
EIGHT - TEN PARTICIPANTS 
ORGANIZER: S. CHESTON 
OBJECTIVE: DEFINE WHAT ISSUES ARE AND IDENTIFY PROCESS FOR 
DEVELOPING ANSWERS 
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HUMAN FACTORS IN THE INDUSTRIALIZATION OF SPACE 
MILESTONES 
WORKSHOPS ON ISSUES: 
OUTLINE OF STUDY PLANS 
DEVELOPMENT OF DETAILED 
STUDY PLANS 
CONDUCT OF STUDIES 
ORGANIZATION OF INTERNATIONAL 
SPACE INDUSTRIALIZATION YEAR 
INTERNATIONAL SPACE 
INDUSTRIALIZATION YEAR 
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YEARS FROM START 
o 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
6 PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION MODEL 
6.1 INTRODUCTION 
Present and past major systems studies on space-
power satellitesl - 5 involve the definition of major large 
space systems, the materials of which must be transported 
from the ground for construction and assembly in space. 
The studies highlight the major cost impact of trans-
porting the required millions of tons of material from 
Earth and the potential environmental impact of thousands 
of heavy-lift vehicle launches through the Earth's atmo-
sphere. 
A number of NASA-sponsored summer studies and in-
dependent university efforts 6- ll indicated the possibility 
that space-power satellite material delivered and con-
struction from nonterrestrial sources may have potential 
economic and environmental advantage. To approach the 
question of what technology requirements must be met to 
achieve readiness for nonterrestrial resources utilization, 
with sufficient proof data for a potential decision-making 
process, a program model has been constructed. The extra-
ordinary complexity and the interrelations of a large 
number of program elements and subelements required this 
model to visualize the complete program scenario. The 
following subsections briefly describe the program model 
and its major elements. 
6.2 DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION MODEL (Fig. 6-1) 
. 6-11 According to present and past summer stud~es 
the nonterrestrial satellite power system implementation 
program consists of the following major program elements: 
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• 
Ground Base (GB) 
• Earth Orbital Terminal (EOT) 
• Lunar Orbital Terminal (LOT) 
• 
L2 Transit Complex (TC) 
• Lunar Resources Complex (LRC) 
• Space Manufacturing Facility (SMF) 
• Geosynchronous Orbit Complex (GSOC) 
• Asteroid Resources Complex (ARC) 
The last program element is covered only in order for 
completeness. The main emphasis will be placed on the 
lunar resources utilizatipn. Each program element in-
volves a family of required activities to be performed 
and a set of program subelements which enables these 
activities. 
6.2.1 Ground Base (GB) (Table 6-1) 
Here, all program implementation activities are 
centrally controlled and managed. This model does not 
include any direct satellite-power-system (SPS) related 
operational activities since these are described in Refs. 
1-5. However, the overall management of the various 
extraterrestrial activities and facilities and the ex-
tensive communication network required for operational 
program flow is located here. The management and control 
of several thousand personnel in all space arenas in-
volving the total logistics, transportation, status, and 
emergency operations management are located at the Ground 
Base. 
And, finally, since this is a major industrial in-
vestment operation, an accounting and business management 
system controls the inputs and outputs of the total enter-
prise. 
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ARC - ASTEROID RESOURCE 
COMPLEX 
LRC - LUNAR RESOURCE 
COMPLEX 
SMF - SPACE INDUSTRIAL 
COMPLEX 
LOT - LUNAR ORBIT TERMINAL 
EOT - EARTH ORBIT TERMINAL 
GSOC - GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT 
COMPLEX 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
TABLE 6-1 
GROUND BASE (GB) 
• All SPS-related activities as being defined in 
ongoing system studies 
PLUS 
• Overall space facilities management and communication 
• Overall personnel management for all space arenas 
involved 
• Total logistics and emergency management 
• Accounting 
PROGRAM SUBELEMENTS 
• To be defined by proposed system studies 
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6.2.2 Earth Orbital Terminal (EOT) (Table 6-2) 
This terminal is the main thoroughfare for all 
required cargo and personnel traffic for the program 
build-up phase and the program implementation. Here, 
traffic loops from the ground, from LOT, SMF, and GSOC 
will be handled, interfaced, and scheduled. 
A sizable personnel testing and training facility 
will, throughout the program, establish and maintain the 
personnel force in space with qualified people. Cargo 
to LOT, SMF, and GSOC must be stored and transferred; 
personnel of 50-100 individuals in residence and in 
transit must be housed. In addition, in- and outgoing 
as well as local traffic require management and launch 
control. A major operation is the checkout and main-
tenance of local and in-transit facilities or their ele-
ments. Particularly, space habitats to be installed at 
the LOT, LRC, and SMF will undergo extensive qualification 
testing in EOT. 
The program subelements of the EOT are: 
• Earth-to-LEO transportation for both personnel 
and heavy cargo 
• Staging and cargo base for docking and ex-
changing payloads. between transportation 
systems 
• Habitat 
• 
Operational control station for EOT 
• 
Launch control station for outgoing vehicles 
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TABLE 6-2 
EARTH ORBITAL TERMINAL (EOT) 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Personnel and cargo reception from Earth, LOT, 
SHF, GSOC 
Personnel testing and training 
Personnel habitation and cargo storage 
Control and management of operations and local traffic 
Control of launch operations to LOT, SMF, GSOC 
Personnel and cargo transfer from to LOT 
Maintenance 
Habitat checkout 
PROGRAM SUBELEMENTS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Earth-LEO transportation (P&C) 
LEO staging and cargo base 
LEO habitat base 
LEO operations control station 
LEO launch control station 
LEO equipment and operations 
LEO local transportation 
propellant storage facility 
LEO power 
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• .A multitude of equipment to perform required 
operations to be identiffed by system studies 
• Local transportation for cargo and personnel 
between stations and vehicles 
• Propellant storage facility 
• A power station for electric energy required 
for all facilities and operations 
6.2.3 Lunar Orbit Terminal (LOT) (Table 6-3) 
This terminal is the main thoroughfare for all lunar 
surface personnel and equipment as well as for cargo and 
personnel for the L2 TC. This involves docking and 
launch operations for flights to and from EOT, LRC, and 
TC, the provision of cargo storage and transfer between 
different vehicles, the control of all launch operations, 
and the overall control and management of operations, 
maintenance, and local traffic. 
The program subelements of the LOT are: 
• EOT-LOT transportation for both personnel 
and cargo 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Staging and cargo base for docking and ex-
changing payloads between transport systems 
Habitat 
Operations control station for LOT 
Launch control station for outgoing vehicles 
Propellant storage facility 
A mul t-i tude of equipment to perform required 
operations to be defined by system studies 
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TABLE 6-3 
LUNAR ORBIT TERMINAL (LOT) 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Personnel and cargo reception from EOT and L2 
Personnel habitation and cargo storage 
Control and management of operations and local traffic 
Control of launch operations to EOT and LRC 
Personnel and cargo transfer from EOT to LRC, L2, SMF 
Maintenance 
PROGRAM SUBELEMENTS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
LEO-LOT transportation (P&C) 
LOT staging and cargo base 
LOT habitat base 
LOT operational control station 
Launch control station 
Propellant storage facility 
LOT equipment and operations 
LOT local transportation 
LOT power 
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• Local transportation for cargo and personnel 
between stations and vehicles 
• A power station for electric energy required 
for all facilities and operations 
6.2.4 Lunar Resources Complex (LRC) (Table 6-4) 
This complex is the source of all material required 
at the SMF to construct and assemble solar power satellites. 
Here, incoming equipment, logistics, and personnel from 
EOT via LOT are received. Cargo is moved, stored, and 
deployed; personnel are provided with habitation. All 
flight operations and surface transportation for personnel 
and cargo is controlled and managed. 
Large-scale mining operations on the order of 
1,500,000 tons per year involve mining, drilling, scraping, 
loading, and other operations, including equipment main-
tenance. A major LRC operation is the continuous cargo 
transfer to the SMF via the TC at L2. In addition, periodic 
personnel transfer to these points is required for main-
tenance and logistics. 
A personnel testing and training program is also 
part of the lunar surface activity requirements. 
The program subelements of the LRC are: 
• LOT-LRC transportation for both personnel and 
cargo 
• Staging and cargo base for refitting of vehicles, 
unloading, and storing equipment and supplies 
• Habitat 
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TABLE 6-4 
LUNAR RESOURCES COMPLEX (LRC) 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
• Personnel and cargo reception from LOT 
• Personnel habitation and cargo storage 
• Control and management of operations and surface traffic 
• Personnel and cargo surface transportation 
• Surface operations: mining, drilling, scraping, 
mucking, loading; surveying, marking, analyzing 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Maintenance 
Personnel and cargo transfer to L2 and LOT 
Cargo and personnel launch to L2 and LOT 
Personnel testing and training 
PROGRAM SUBELEMENTS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
LOT-LRC transportation (P&C) 
LRC staging and cargo base 
LRC habitat base 
LRC operational control station 
LRC mining subcomplexes 
LRC equipment and operations 
LRC materials conditioning station 
LRC ground transportation 
LRC launch facilities and operations 
Propellant storage facility 
Power systems 
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• Operational control station for all lunar 
operations 
• A number of mining subcomplexes depending on 
the selenographic distribution of required 
ground materials 
• Strip- and deep-mining, surveying, and pros-
pecting equipment 
• Raw material conditioning and processing 
station 
• A fleet of surface transporters for cargo and 
personnel 
• Launch facilities for cargo and personnel 
transport to LOT, TC, and SMF 
• Propellants storage facility 
• Power stations for electric energy required 
for all facilities and operations 
6.2.5 L2 Transit Complex (TC) (Table 6-5) 
This complex forms an interim station for a ballistic 
trajectory supply line to the SMF. A direct delivery 
approach for materials transport would negate the need 
for this facility. The L2 area contains equipment and 
facilities that receive cargo from the LRC. After certain 
cargo masses have accumulated, they are transferred to the 
SMF. 
The main requirement of this complex is the inter-
ception of free-flying compact cargo packets arriving 
from LRC in a continuous sequence. A superio~ navigation, 
attitude control, and station-keeping capability is required 
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TABLE 6-5 
L2 TRANSIT COMPLEX (TC) 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Cargo and personnel reception from LRC 
Personnel habitation 
Control of LRC and SMF launch operations 
Cargo transfer from reception to launch 
Local transportation 
PROGPAM SUBELEMENTS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
LRC-TP transportation (P&C) 
TC cargo receiving terminal 
TC staging and cargo base 
TC habitat base 
TC operational control station 
TC propellant storage 
TC equipment and operations 
TC launch facility and operations 
TC local transportation 
TC power station 
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for a sustained interceptor operation. Personnel arriving 
for periodic maintenance must be safely accommodated during 
their stay time. They require local transportation; 
facilities and cargo transfer operations require control 
and management. 
Personnel return launches and cargo transport launch 
operations to SMF require control activities. 
The program subelements of TC are: 
• LRC to TC transportation for cargo and 
personnel 
• Cargo interceptor {"catcher"} facility 
• Staging and docking base for personnel 
transporter 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Cargo accumulation facility 
Temporary habitat 
Operations control station, manned or automated 
for interceptor and launch control 
Various auxiliary equipment to be defined by 
system studies 
• Launch control facility for LRC and SMF 
transports 
• Temporary local transportation for facility 
maintenance 
• Power station for required electrical energy 
• Pr.opellant storage facility 
III 
6.2.6 Space Manufacturing Facility (SMF) (Table 6-6) 
Here a line of satellite power systems will be con-
structed and assembled at a rate of up to 5 per year from 
material received from the LRC via the Ll TC. This requires 
receiving cargo from EOT (supplemental material to the 
lunar material) and L2 TC as well as personnel from EOT. 
Personnel habitation must be provided for an assembly 
and operations crew of several thousand resident people 
and a contingency for transit personnel to be defined. 
Major control, management, and government functions cover-
ing operations, traffic, and population relations have to 
be carried out. 
Launch operations control for transfer flights of 
produced satellite power systems to GSOC and of personnel 
flights to EOT are required. Local mobility for personnel 
and cargo must be provided. 
Incoming material and produced hardware elements 
will require storage. Major operations for the production 
of satellite power systems involve chemical materials 
processing, the manufacturing of hardware building blocks 
and elements, the mass production of photovoltaic blankets 
and of various components. This requires close production 
control, management, and quality control. Component 
assembly checkout and testing requries extensive facilities, 
equipment, and again management activities. A local trans-
portation fleet for both cargo and personnel is required. 
The program subelements of the SMF are: 
• EOT-SMF transportation for cargo (initial 
facilities build-up and maintenance) and 
personnel 
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TABLE 6-6 
SPACE MANUFACTURING FACILITIES (SMF) 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Personnel and cargo reception 
from EOT and L2 
Personnel habitation 
Control and management of 
operations and local traffic 
Control of launch operations 
to GSOC and EOT 
Personnel and cargo local transport 
Cargo storage 
• Chemical materials processing 
• 
Metallurgical manufacturing 
• Photovoltaic blanket manufacturing 
• Component manufacturing 
• 
Production control 
• 
Assembly and test 
• Local transportation 
PROGRAM SUBELEMENTS 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
LEO-SMF transportation (P&C) 
TC-SMF transportation (P&C) 
SMF cargo receiving station 
SMF staging and cargo base 
SMF habitat base 
SMF operational control station 
SMF chemical processing facility 
SMF metallurgical manufacturing 
facility 
SMF silicon photovoltaic manu-
facturing facility 
SMF component manufacturing 
facility 
SMF production control station 
SMF assembly complex 
SMF test station 
SMF equipment and operations 
SMF local transportation 
Power systems 
• TC-SMF transportation for cargo (satellite 
power systems material) 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Cargo and personnel receiving station 
Vehicle and cargo docking station 
Habitat 
Operations control station 
Chemical processing facility 
Metallurgical manufacturing facility 
Silicon photovoltaic manufacturing facility 
Component manufacturing facility 
Production control station 
Assembly complex 
Test station 
Various equipment to be defined by system 
studies 
• Local transportation for cargo and personnel 
• Power station for electric energy required 
6.2.7 Geosynchronous Orbit Complex (GSOC) (Table 6-7) 
This complex is the final location of the operational 
satellite power systems. The final completion of the 
satellite power system assembly may take place here 
utilizing supplementary system elements manufactured 
from terrestrial sources. That final assembly may also 
be done at the SMF. This complex has been defined essen-
. 11 b . d . 1-5 Th . 1 t~a y y ongo~ng stu ~es. e nonterrestr~a resources 
utilization requires additional activities if final 
assembly takes place at GEO. These are: 
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TABLE 6-7 
GEOSYNCHRONOUS ORBIT COMPLEX (GSOC) 
This complex has been defined essentially 
by ongoing studies of SPS-type systems. Non-
terrestrial resources utilization requires 
the following additional activities and 
subprogram elements if final satellite 
assembly takes place at geosynchronous orbit. 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
• Reception of product cargo (SPS) from SMF 
• Integration and final assembly of terrestrial 
components of SPS-type systems 
PROGRAM SUBELEMENT 
• SMF-GSOC transportation (C) 
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• Reception and position of prefinished satellite 
power systems from SMF and of terrestrial 
components from EOT 
• Final assembly of terrestrial components 
and integration of the complete satellite 
power system 
The program subelement for GSOC (in addition to 
those covered in Refs. 1-5) is: 
• SMF-GSOC transportation (of satellite power 
system) 
6.3 PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
6.3.1 Introduction 
The objective of the program schedule is to depict 
the time period between a "technology readiness date" 
and the demonstration of the capability to construct a 
satellite power system from lunar materials. 
6.3.2 Approach (Table 6-8) 
The technology readiness milestone has been set 
for 8 YFS and the demonstration period is planned to be 
in 17 YFS. After this milestone, a 2-year period is allowed 
for decision making and for final production facility 
build-up. The planned production rate after a build-up 
period will level at five satellite power systems per 
year. The program schedule as discussed in this section 
reflects the estimates of the NASA Technical Planning 
Group and, therefore, may not conform to certain schedule 
estimates generated by the other working groups. Any dif-
ferences are expected to be resolved by the recommended 
systems and economic analysis studies. 
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TABLE 6-8 
PROGRAM SCHEDULE 
SYSTEMS DEMONSTRATION MODEL (Fig. 6-4) 
The construction demonstration will consist of two parts: 
1. Demonstration of an SPS constructed from 
simulated (terrestrial) lunar materials in 
GSO in 17 YFS. 
2. Demonstration of providing lunar material 
at the Space Manufacturing Facility required 
to construct as SPS also in 17 YFS. 
OVERALL PROGRAM SCHEDULE (Fig. 6-3) 
• Time period: from 8 YFS (technology 
readiness date) to 19 YFS (first operational 
SPS) . 
• Steady state SPS production after build-up 
period will be 5 SPS per year. 
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The demonstration program will involve a dual 
approach: 
• A satellite power system demonstration based 
on simulated (terrestrial) lunar material 
• A space manufacturing facility system demon-
stration, including the lunar material extrac-
tion, that is able to produce the required 
satellite power system feedstock elements 
A schedule sequence is shown in Figs. f.-2 and 6-3. Figure 
6-4 depicts the construction demonstration model. 
6.4 PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR AN OPERATIONAL SYSTEM 
6.4.1 Introduction 
This section covers presently envisioned program 
requirements for operational nonterrestrial resources 
delivery systems (Table 6-9). Recommended system and 
economic analyses studies will update these preliminary 
requirements listed here. 
The requirements are presented in two parts: 
• General requirements, which are applicable 
throughout the whole program scenario. These 
are: 
Transportation 
Habitat 
Power systems 
Specific requirements, which are applicable 
only to certain elements of the program 
scenario. These are: 
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TABLE 6-9 
PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEMS 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS (applicable to total program) 
• Transportation 
• Habitat 
• Power systems 
SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS (applicable to specific program elements) 
• 
ARC 
• LRC 
• TC 
• SMF 
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Lunar Resource Complex (LRC) 
Transition Complex (TC) 
Space Manufacturing Facility (SMF) 
6.4.2 General Requirements 
6.4.2.1 Transportation (Fig. 6-5; Table 6-10) 
There are 19 different transportation requirements 
within the extraterrestrial materials utilization program. 
If asteroid resources are also included, this number 
increases to 25 requirements. It appears necessary to 
consider common elements to the maximum extent. This 
may be quite a challenge due to the many different re-
quirements but would be a potential move toward maximum 
economy. The commonality approach should involve all 
major transportation system elements like propulsion, 
structures, guidance and control, power, and payload 
interfaces. Particular attention must be paid to com-
monality and standardization of personnel transport modes 
and local transportation systems. An overall transporta-
tion operations analysis must be undertaken to optimize 
this total space mobility system. 
6.4.2.2 Habitat (Fig. 6-6; Table 6-11) 
There ~re six different habitation requirements 
within the extraterrestrial materials utilization program. 
If asteroid resources are also included, this number in-
creases to seven requirements. 
All that has been said about common elements in the 
various required space transportation systems applies 
also to habitation. This commonality approach should 
involve all major habitat system elements like life 
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SPACE TRANSPORTATION 
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LRC-TC 
EOT-SMF 
TC-SMF 
SMF-GSOC 
LOCAL 
EOT 
LOT 
LRC 
TC 
SMF 
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TABLE 6-10 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Transportation 
CARGO PER FLIGHT ANNUAL CARGO 
220 tons 26,400 tons 
175 tons 175 tons 
TBD 175 tons 
Continuous 1,500,000 tons 
Continuous TBD 
3000 tons 1,500,000 tons 
100,000 tons 500,000 tons 
CARGO PERSONNEL 
TBD 2 
See References 
ANNUAL PERSONNEL 
1650 
48 
48 
15 Flights @ 5 per flight 
1500 
RANGE 
} 103 km 
10 2 km 
} 103 km 
All quantities are rough order of magnitude and scenario dependent. 
• LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS 
• ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS 
.qRUCTURES 
• ATTITUDE CONTROL AND STATION KEEPING 
.POWFR 
• THE RMAl CONTROL 
COMMON PECLlLlAR 
ELEMENTS ELfMENTS 
Figure 6-6. Habitat Systems Technology Requirements 
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HABITAT SYSTEMS 
EOT 
LOT 
LRC 
TC 
SMF 
GSOC 
TABLE 6-11 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Habitats 
POPULATION 
50-100 
5-10 
50-100 
5 (temporary) 
6500 
See References 
FUNCTION 
Main Traffic 
Control Terminal 
Transit Control 
Earth-Moon 
Mining; 
Material Processing 
TC Maintenance and 
Control 
SPS Production 
All quantities are rough order of magnitUde and scenario 
dependent. 
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support and ecological systems, structures, attitude con-
trol and station keeping, power and thermal control. An 
overall habitat analysis and design study must be under-
taken to optimize this total space habitation system. 
While the specific study group on "closed ecological 
systems" decided that this development could not be 
accomplished within the development time frame of the 
program and is not requried for technical feasibility, 
it would be rather timely to develop a closed ecosystem 
model for potentially improved systems economy. A step-
wide approach is recommended through various levels of 
details where subprograms covering both biological and 
physico-chemical systems can be considered. 
The building blocks of such a model would encom-
pass management systems for: 
• Atmosphere 
• Water 
• Food 
• Waste 
• Energy 
• Space environment 
This model then can be used to perform parametric analyses 
and optimizations if coupled to an appropriate experimental 
program which by definition is required to be of a long 
duration, covering several generations of biological 
samples. 
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6.4.2.3 Power Systems 
The ultimate selection and sizing of the required 
power systems and stations must be the result of extensive 
system analyses studies. Preliminary requirements regard-
less of the power system options are listed in Fig. 6-7 
and Table 6-12. 
Again, an attempt needs to be made for maximum com-
monality among the various power system elements in order 
to stay within reasonable economic boundaries. 
6.4.3 Specific Requirements 
6.4.3.1 Lunar Resources Complex (Table 6-13) 
A detailed lunar materials survey is required that 
will show specific selenographical materials, distri-
butions, and characteristics from the surface to as much 
depth below the surface as possible. This is necessary 
for lunar operational site selection and for operational 
planning (strip mining versus deep excavation material 
extraction). The required equipment for moving more than 
10 9 kg mass of lunar raw material per year must provide 
for all applicable operations like excavation, drilling, 
grading, screening, mucking, and loading. Auxiliary 
equipment for lunar ground stabilization, material con-
veyance, continued ground material analysis, and mass 
flow measurements is required. 
6.4.3.2 Transition Complex 
This is the least defined major program element. 
The requirement of intercepting a steady mass stream of 
about 50 kg·s- l appears even unresolved in the conceptual 
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TABLE 6-12 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
Power Systems 
DEMONSTRATION 
CAPACITY (k\D 
50-100 
10-20 
OPERATIONAL 
CAPACITY (kW) 
100-200 
10-50 
LRC 30,000-60,000 200,000-250,000 
(with mass driver) 
TC 1000-2000 3000-5000 
SMF 300,000-500,000 1,500,000-
3,000,000 
Transport 
• Chemical Insufficient Data Insufficient 
• Mass Driver 3000-5000 3000-5000 
• Other Insufficient Data Insufficient 
All quantities are rough order of magnitude and scenario 
dependent. 
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TABLE 6-13 
LRC TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS 
EXPLORATION 
CONSTRUCTION OF 
LANDING & LAUNCH SITES 
ROADS & BRIDGES 
OPERATION OF 
MINING AREAS 
MATER IAL DELIVERY AREAS 
S POlL AREAS 
ACTIVITIES REQUIRED 
GRADING 
SCRAPING 
SHOVELING 
CRUSHING 
SCREEN ING 
DRILLING 
MUCKING 
EQUI PMENT LiNE-UP (SPREAD) 
POWER SHOVELS 
MOTOR SCRAPERS 
BULLDOZEf'~S 
MOTOR GRADERS 
CONVEYORS 
BIG, FAST, LIGHTWEIGHT, POWERFUL 
AUTOMATED WITH QUALITY CONTROL 
phase. Part of this deficiency is based on the postulated 
required lunar launch accuracy which is within millimeters 
per second of velocity and seconds of arc in its vectors. 
Thus, the requirements for solving the problems of the 
payload interceptor ("mass catcher") lie in its physical 
concept, its guidance, control, station keeping, and 
changing, and in its dynamic stability. An exhaustive 
design and operational analysis is required before any 
technology work can be initiated. This should include 
the number and sequencing of interceptors and safety 
aspects of maintenance personnel. 
6.5 ASTEROID RESOURCES UTILIZATION FOR THE CONSTRUCTION 
OF SATELLITE POWER SYSTEMS 
6.5.1 Asteroid Resources Complex (ARC) (Table 6-14) 
This complex is envisioned to be a long-duration 
manned spacecraft flying formation with a selected asteroid 
in order to prepare it for a transfer trajectory which 
would insert it into a desired Earth orbit for utilization 
at the SMF. The propulsive energy is expected to be derived 
from solar electric energy used to consume a portion of 
the asteroid mass. 
The activities involve asteroid despinning and docking 
of propulsion and guidance and control systems. 
The program subelements of the ARC are: 
• LEO-ARC transportation of personnel and 
cargo 
• 
• 
Habitat spacecraft 
various equipment to be determined by system 
studies 
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TABLE 6-14 
ASTEROID RESOURCE COMPLEX 
REQUIRED ACTIVITIES 
• Personnel and cargo reception from EOT 
• Personnel habitation 
• Asteroid despinning 
• Asteroid propulsion system docking 
• Asteroid G&C systems docking 
• Local movements 
PROGRAM SUBELEMENTS 
• LEO-ARC transportation (P&C) 
• ARC habitat base 
• ARC equipment and operations 
• ARC asteroid docking and propulsion 
• ARC local transportation 
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• Asteroid docking and propulsion system 
• Local transportation 
6.5.2 Specific Program Requirements (Table 6-15) 
A systematic search and ephemeris acquisition 
efort is required prior to any detailed techology planning. 
This search would concentrate on Earth orbit intercepting 
asteroids. Measurements on the physical characteristics 
and the chemical composition are required. 
Principal methods and concepts of asteroid despin, 
capture, docking, propulsion, and control must be developed 
and major principles and guidelines for technically and 
economically accomplishing this task must be established. 
The fractionalization of asteroid material for pro-
pulsion purposes (40% of asteroid) needs to be carefully 
explored. 
Typical candidate asteroid sizes are: 
9 
• 
Mass 10 kg 
• 
Diameter 100 m 
6.5.3 Program Schedule 
No program schedule for asteroid resources utili-
zation has been gathered within the Technical Planning 
Group. 
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TABLE 6-15 
SPECIFIC PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
ASTEROID RESOURCES COMPLEX (ARC) 
• Survey and ephemeris acquisition of near-Earth-
approaching asteroids 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Establishment of physical and chemical characteristics 
Asteroid capture, retrieval, and relocation 
Asteroid fractionalization 
Ability to capture a l09_kg mass of 150-m diameter 
Ability of·conversion of asteroid mass into 
propellant for insertion into SMF area 
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~I nEQUIRED ADVANCHtlENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY RE.~DY 
ATLEVELO FOR OPERA TlONAL SYSTEM USE BY ! OATE ---, I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCE~ENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW ~ 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCQ,"'PLiSHMENTS: ENABLING n 
'--' 
OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH ~ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ~ ANALYSIS ~ RESEARCH ~ 
GRD TEST 0 AI M C°':"';:7 iEST 0 PACE FLIGHT TES":" \' I-l 
OTHER (Specif,{1 0 12'1,:. ~/I PL. A~:S: (. IJ~I~.t::fnl.i,..S!Chec<. one 0r mere' 
I) R&T 3ASE CANDIDATE ~ E:-~ .... :::t :zs g~ ~~IWfk~b:w:r: ~ltJ~ k 
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY b:IC:D~L..Ibl.~l Q~ ~\C~E..::l.a~~ '7C' \,1 t:ll~Ll'-;-l-::-
·itf£;.. ,~~~ flc !l'T!C"1 <., c..~ u.ll,liBs( 1 '-l::::IF CJ In" c:.'g::;Q O::N;"f,~\e .. 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
~)rl»V;"t;;-<"J A.t,·,\c C?M lD,,·4 C\c:L C.b,Sri..;l-ij i0'S"""! 
~ Y:: I ~hl ~~, ,- 0 ~~ bQ ~~Q to, b'l ~::.~~;i a:nCi., 's,:rt:l~ ~, '~. , 
,""~c~ " . ~ ~I' ~b'c ·c.",,",·~ £j: IN .a., "'==;)' ~ ':>.':J ~l ,~ :~··~·~I~ 
p·~"'d· .. i'~ ~:) .... , ~ t 60;; l,;.':!1.~!.~c r-- ~ • . 
-
._- -----------_.- -' 
• ____ e __ •. 
-- .. 
. . 
..I 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF 
TITLE NO. 
THEME! WG. / TASK 
DATE ; . , 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
?.,. .... ,;! \! 1 w, . ·JC .~C.'-l;~l .li: k ,· ;..k~.L' 'J :"l ~~C'1..~""·,,,; ".} 
-' 1" r= h . ,.. ~ '. \.; , -- .-, ( . .' • 
.") 
--1/"y¥ ;:,. ~~) <. Ii" .,). .. ~ .. '- ill:l..~ C .J 4; \ --;y-' 1 
f'~:\\.(,-- ( .. \ C .,~,) .. ":.-=. .... C; l.\':"'c-C::----!. - tc-~ . ..::.cc-... '->-) .. ~ ~~}~::'I; ... :.;.-;j 
- .. J '··x~.p" i:3 lr;)., \~ t\... ~jLt'I£..C~):; ~~'[::l 
-
.- ._-------
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 8t 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 34 95 
TASK ITEM 
MANPOWER (M·Y) , I , INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT I~ .2- LI. 
FUNDING (106 SI !-
l INHOUSE L CONTRACT 
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.. , 
> 
... 
... 
... 
.. 
! 
Q 
... 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TITLE E:~:TgA' TIC.., Pi<C,r-:J'ij: '; FC!"~ T,H:: 
fJRC'j)y!. "CN CE S7R.\k.TUgl'\L f\olliTi=-iSlt\L.."$ 
i=R,C .... \ t~ eN ,-'n:; f? j?!J. ·.jrR I BL. K G Sc;w/tc a.:;, 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE 1 OF 
NO. ~ ___ ~_---:-__ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE I I 
2. OBJEc!TIVE TO ~\d::~ . .(.,,) ':::oOITAw?J..G,.. PRc(i:.....,,-::.r~ I-CRT f.l.t:!.. c;.'l'"Tf4\.~:n~N ~ 1= 
Tc t: bT,lf"<'?;: AL.uMINUM. ~j""lt?j",-CgO&1 NAC:NP3'UJ'., • 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
al LEVEL NOW 0 I WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PL..\NS. 
!JI REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE Byl ...::O"-,,A~TE:.;..: __ ..... 1 
ci RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0' MEDIUM 0 LOW ~ 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH ~ MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ~ ANALYSIS til RESEARCH ~ 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 sPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (SpeCify) 0 P'L.eT PI-A !itT ~?p._R.'=ST leN'::> (Check. one or mere) 
fl R&T 3ASE CANDIDATE " e.c., ;=1 72. gF:.~uH?~Mp..r.;r '/1 UiOK' 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY r- (eDe L I N<':> c F i'v,1 N G l.2..f\L..':;. -,an\:; LrjT,- j) 
T~ Sii"IUL'~TE THE.. <"CNPCS,-TIGN'S. of LU?)A" JH'3 ;)$'I"bt?"'9e=+ 
Rc· Cil!in E - (j . P!cbk~.:.cC\c .. ); c'~oe ,nSr-iJ ~.(\S).tn,;.\" ... ) 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
::Jb,c'l:"t::(c.1 Cln4j?0 ~-6 ,St;:.b;;.Lt:r H.~ki ci.1~ ..... :p:.m5 ht·~ ¥'l'bM'li'--t 
4; tk."\T ¥G7rrry. ("1,- Nl.- xl) a.od 'M-')it .><.0 '-'..-od 
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r 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
TITLE 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 
NO. _______ -l 
THEME! W.G.! TASK 
DATE I I 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
c~ cZtk 3.-~" ("N. ~J> C·mC"~(. /")T (; (;) c. ;-ne\. ~G( q. ty-\\:( .l\~ __ _ 
C'l=l];t ,;..,Y's oG_~.l..lI\( \ nC~ pii --t IX(,,,,,,- ('",p:..'-c .. ~ .. _. _ _ 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
MANPOWER (M·Y) ., J. ~ 
IN HO USE __ +---if--+::"3.-+-="=+::.=+~~.J--+--+--+~-+--+--+--4--I--.J--+--+---l 
CONTRACT IAIQL .. 
FUNDING (106 5) 
INHOUSE CONTRAC~T-'-+--~+-4-~-4--~+-~~-+--~+-4-~-4-~+-~-+~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE3 OF 
1. TITLE NO. 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE / / 
I ~ ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
~ ..- ~i tt; M,',c" .~ \ . , 5~l ~l\'-; Co '~t<" .('-. M [II i &'(C \',"0)) ;._~~?:>- '> l't] 
1;- ,'-~ ~"?arhr~(:. '. --:ti!e ~U:~. p:-rc L ',." t ~ ~l c:( . .; .... ~~ ~ .... i.. ":leo. ....... -.1 o<,~:l tIr:f.h 
~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TITLE Lu~A-R .. N\~~\~L­
?R.oc..~SSu·"c;.. ~'1 ,,»'R.~c:..1 c...o"'-Jc. ' 
5o,-~R..... ~€.-R..G-'1 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
NO. 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF '3 
"'J!l::- Si... ~ ?; '"'"\.\~ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE~ ,20 I 77 
a) LEVEL NOW ~, WILL BE LEVEL ~ UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL Ell FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY !DATE: ,1S,1 
c) RISK lN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM ~ LOW 0 
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 51 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 /MEDIUM '0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY B' ANALYSIS rg" RESEARCH B' 
GRD TEST [tJ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
~ OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
4: ~ f)R&TBASECANDIDATE 'ttl f'l7' ,5'0\<-
4: ~ ~--~~~~~~~~~~==================================~~ 
o ~ a: ~ 4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
oIJ:lC Q 
:: ~ z ~ USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY \...UJ:o..)ArR. \+£...\....\ ~ S'TA.-r 
Qu.lIoW '" ~i:! a: 
=w= ..... ~~~ ~ <~~ : 
Q"'~ c( ~Q~ a 
cz:Qii; a: 
~;;~~~ 
; ~$~~= z~a:I::I~ 
1.401:: = .... z ~~~~: 
ZCIoiol~'" 
1.4oI,.I-<Z 
f~~~~ 
~oc:~ 
"' .... ~<= ~==2~ 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
~~H NEED ~ ~. • (\ {\ , ~ ~~.::,= ... "\ \ ~u...ev" ~ ~~~~~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF..:L-
TITLE W~~~.M~\~R'~L JtC. v. .... ? , .~ NO. ( ..... t: .... l.'_'t-., 
£Roc:....€-~5 'N (;.. ~::t l)'~c:...,- ("oNe.... , THEME / W.G. / TASK 
.$ 0 L..;\.«.... €.t--J.~ 'I DATE~/2a/ 11 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED ~ 
~~~~~r~~l~~.~~~. UQ ~b~~±-r=:~~ ~~~'-~~ ~·~:;t~M 
aIM. ~ LUl ,\Moo.. - ~ ~ Q A...b. ~ S;(. ~~ ~ .~ &.~:!. ~~'-t_Qd.. 
,J w 
7. AL;ERNATIVE APPROACH.ES/OPTIONS UIlL ~ ~."Nl...=m ~ ~\J"'L.~ ~1- ¢e<:..g~~&-"L \r1~ ~ Ilc... Ca..O_ 
C~H-U~_J.~_~_ ~ - &. Q.Q ~ rJ..a... }.AU~ ~ ~~~!Jw.J~_ G) 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
N~ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
'r 0. ~ c:.J..... ..h \ 1-
S~·S~~'~-\- - ~ 
r A'\}J. '" ft '" '\A. tlAA. 
';~Q.AL>;~ 0 1I.b.v. 
F.,.1l A~A Cl& ~-
i D ~ MI."'- '" -
F.Qke;\.J-s ~ -~ 
J u 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
2- , ~ r Ie \C INHOUSE __ :3 , :;, 10 
CONTRACT , , , , 1- ;z.. \C 1( (0 
FUNDING (106 $) ,o~ 
" t; ,of) INHOUSE .~C; ,1- ,"1.. \ , , 
CONTRACT ,I») ,_CIS 
.'5 , J'J .~ ,-:' l \ \ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE3 OF ;. 
f ) CONTINUATION (If Needed' 
Block No. 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF..s 
1. TITLE£.,..() N ~R.. t-AA:ttR.\ ~'-­
PRoc..e..sS I Nc,.... B'{ SO ~R.! fLl-EC-r. 
€.t-J~1 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
NO. 'll-pP~,,-~:\ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
al LEVEL NOW ~. WILL BE LEVEL I2J UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL OJ FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY I OATE: \a;;:e71 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: _/ 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW ~ 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ftABLlNG 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM ~_ ~W 0 
el TASKS NEEDED/STUDY ~ ANALYSIS [g'" RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST ~ AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY AD~EMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY S~\-& ~E.c:-r c..o~v €"'R..T£~ 
foR.. L-u NA-R.. $u R..E~c-E- l) S ~ 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
A~MPLISH NEED II' et (\ r... ~ C])3\t>.L~ 5", ~=¥" ~ ~~. c.QM..~~ -g'Lo 
@lt2L.~~.~~~ 
®!i£~~~4 ~~ tL~~,-
6)~~~~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-vu~~~~~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF-3....-
TlTLELU~!R ~'J\kT€.R'A-L , :m=~-'-- \ NO. ~-·<l ~- !.',,-c -'.-\.... 
~~c..~SS' ~C- "a'j So'-~R.1E..Lz~-r-. THEME / W.G. / TASK 
f1"-'R(' '} i DATEl/2oI7:1 :;. ...... v..:.. 9\.. 
6. R~~OMMENDE~PROACH/PR'IRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED , 
\. ·av,:,Vt. ~ L.U-l.\1 C\h.c.. ~b1\A.~ ~1-~~o.r~~ 
~~ 'Vv'\.e.l, I ~\~ !'. 0 -'t r::i.k<\ CL'-"-'~ OM oR.. f,) ~Q~ 
~'~u...Q & Q~~~ A ... }v\..~ ~AAe::~!:IQ.~ .)!.:~~ ......... ~ 
. . ; 3~"-; -- _Qj:~~':=~¢4. ~t-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS U~ cLL"'t 1Lr:t ~o-lt~"'t 
~ - ~o ~~,j.~ f\\ 
~ 
8. C~~ENT/PLANNED RELA~E~.tCTJfITIES (RT~ OTHER) I 
, "",A",..c ~ h.J1 ~ ~ ~ .~ ~ I ~~ 
H-I V-~-t-. ~~ ~ ~ +-~~ ,... - C\J"-th 0J.l ~ u S~~ ovv-..A 
o f'J..A a.-\ J :A.A ••. J) _, r ~0Jl ~ C!A»A.. ~APA!il_ ... ~ ... - --
-
" 
"\ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES V 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
P (f h1I)t c,J. ..L I--
~<;~To\r \L 
D ~ ~ .. ,_ r:/\J... \.,UAAI'l 
, 
F .It> '.()~ 
~.,+-
F~~~~ 
-
-
f--
, v 
MANPOWER (M·Y) , 
-; ~ 3 15" ;- Il ,~ 10 INHOUSE 3. 
CONTRACT , 1 3 ~ ."l ') '1 fC tC ~, C 
FUNDING (106 $) 
.\ I:t- .1 .1 . , .1) .S , 1 INHOUSE 
CONTRACT .\ '1 ;2.. ."t :z.. .1) .<t:: \ ( 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
I ) CONTINUATION (If Needed) 
Block No. 
162 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 3 OF 2::> 
DATE2/~ 77 
... 
z 
< 
> 
.... 
.... 
.... 
0: 
:!: 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 
1. TITLE J-A,"" i(-. /;-V en.,!? I" tl(:'~ ~ .. / 
L ~ "1'\ ~ r m"., t"f> :: ?ri It; 
NO. V 0 1 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE 7 / -;::, 
It ,I st~e tc,,. ~ I 
3, NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW []. WILL BE LEVE'L fI] UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 121 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY 'DATE: ('~'r'1 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM B' LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING EJ OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM '0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS G" RESEARCH 0" ~ 
GRDTEST[3' AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST t:.J 
OTHER (Specify) 0 (Check one or more) 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Pc r/c: Io;."~'" <",,_7 .z i ;, ',<I 
cg Is: t:" rr, ~ Tn t, i: " n el zn.,) n to t , 0;; c/' ~ r-::- it? ,. 
, " 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED. 
( I) ~ .p c tq r?'YJ,I n " 1",( !! . ..... ' ..-c~ ~ - ?7 {! i I " 
, , 
p.) • 'ore""rtet ...... ) Ir'1 "1(1 
l/' . 
~ ..,.. ..... /~ 'r-c," ~ 
..:,)~',~:t. 
, 
JG"fI."'~ 'S"cc/I!,' Q""".!'l.~i,.-I ... :;rv , :; 
(2 heo71 e?n €l , \' J. . -J.. J (3). A"'J'D c.,.'Lt:I""&! f~r s ... .,.;.,y/n?tts ; 
5/22i v In?? 1$ 
r . 
/2(1 ~ f /, 1'0 :; 4 ~2 ~ ~ :; (, r r'! ."... <: , 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE20F~ 
TITLE Q ,{~ ~,,,',-, / n C0tr.QI" r, c.-~ "..; NO. -::r 01 ; r ; THEME / W.G. / TASK L (l. 22,. ..... ~ ~ lZ1.0;'C1I..~ 
DATE-Z.. / i~ /7/ 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
- • I .; t: ~.'h:::""c" ~ j~,?,,!.-,* 'i ',::r;:::: ~~ L~r. , ~ ",-,;,., . -'0 .z:. ::t_ ,1 
~ t..,,,/.y !Z Le'" -fl:.~ - 7-._ 1-1. ~ .. I , -~ ~I.. '?")"f ........ Q:: I!!. t" ~ <'"'rz ..... s::; i:::: - --:-- .. -.. 
,.;:.. ,~ a:rC Lr. ,; I at 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
I -
L 1---
'"<-
~, --
J;. 
--
a. 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
I INHOUSE __ I 
CONTRACT I I 
FUNDING (106 5) 
INHOUSE ~G' 7t; 
CONTRACT 
164 
I 
. '.~: . .' '-
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1. TITLE L(fr- O~ /1/6-/1 ?rl?ENerOl 
Q"H5Y N£rA-Ls 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
FORM NO. I 
PAGE' OF 
NO.~~~~ ____ _ 
THEME i W.G.! ,ASK 
DATE __ 1_1_ 
al L:VEL ~JOW O. WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTI~jS PLANS. 
!:Jl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY :DATE ~ 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM [J LOW 0 
d) CRI71CALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM [J LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESE';RCH 0 
GRDTESTO AIRCRAFTTEST 0 5PACEFlIGHTTEST ~ 
OoHER (Specify) 0 IC~eck one ;r "T\cre! 
~ I '7~ / 0 '\A""" •. ') R&T 3A5E CANDIDATE 0 b -...-v  ~ ~ ~--~~~~~~~~~~~====================~==========~ Z :II 
~;~ 0 
0_ u 
C z a ... 0-'" VI 
::f! ii 
c ..... a: w 
~~5 ~ 
.. IJ.... .c 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
a "'" ~ ~ 
s ~ ~ a ~-------------------------------------------------1 20~ • r-
....,-> ::J 
~o= Z 
0 ... • ~ ::~:; u 
... ~ 0 z 
~~:;; ;l 
!~:: a 
f=~ ! ~aa ... 
"" ....... IE 
.r::: .., 
--- ~ 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
165 
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF 
TITLE U Se: <>~ 5t/Vl~LJ, NO. 
THEME / W.G. / TASK j~t 
DATE_ / / 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 5) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 
1. TITLEh,Crri<J?Z;C !lIe.1-u./d".k r11y?21ec< NO. _______ _ 
IVY" l..7ndr: dfe. THEME / W.G.I TASK 
DATE 7 ,::J.SL77 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
al U:VEL NOW O. WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
:'1 REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY i"",O"""AT"","'-' __ ~'l 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS. ENABLING CJ O~ 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST U 
OTHER (Soecifyl 0 (Check one or onere) 
!i R&T 3ASE CANDIDATE: 
. 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
11~ ~~~ a..s.g~. 
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SPACE TECH~JOlOGY NEED FORM NO. t 
PAGE 2 OF 
NO. ______________ ~ 
DATE 
THEME / W.G. i TASK 
i , I 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
-------------------_.-------------------------------------
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
I N HOUSE __ +---t---ll--+-+_-+--+-__+__I-~+__+_-+-_+__I--+_+__+__+___+__I 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 $) 
IN HOUSE ;---+--+--+--+--t-t--t-_+_-+--t--t---lf--+-+---t--t---t----1f--+-+--; CONTRACT 
._~--------~~~~~~-L~-J--~~~~~-J--~~~~~-J--~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 
NO.~ ____________ _ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE __ I_I 
2. OBJEC!TlVE 1/ 
1-- " I, 
. ( / 
I· .' J' 
f • 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
I _ / _ .. 
I 
c I. 
/ 
/ I 
;: / 
/ . 
al LEVEL NOW O. WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
/. 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY IOATE: ·1 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUMD LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
I 
OTHER (Specify) 0./ (Check one or mere) 
f) R&T SASE CANDIDATE 7'(; 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FOR~1 NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF 
TITLE ~~ ~~. d- NO. 
i!:::f:;z~ THEME / W.G. / TASK DATE / / 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
---
. 
1. ALTERNATlVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITlES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 8t 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 9t 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 S) 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF 
1. TITLE SWTYI~5/i Or- Lt//VI9-.R NO. 
81#0£1(5 d- .4[2/1£ 5'/1/£ S THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE / f_ 
2. 08JE~TIVe - /1 ,. I ~ i.. '),'-t ~,:,L/l.,. . / c • ... -f /; \. • . "(,""'" :. - .1' S " J ) / .' f _. ".1., 
'- ,_ .. ,,;.I"t. , ~ " I , i .. ~. 
./ lcu-R .~ 
3. NEED ANALYSIS ~ ... 
al LEVEL NOW O. WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. /J~WJ!J ;;t.,' 
, I f. :...J j . - . bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY tv· ;;;'- ~/!r/' 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY iOATE : ·1 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH'O MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
dl CRITICA L1TY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW 0 
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST 0 AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SP~CE FLIGHT TEST C 
OTHER (Soeclfy) 0 (Check. one or mere) 
!) R&T BASE CANDIDATE FY '1~ I~k 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADJitCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY fJ 
I 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
/JLe.e.J.. gd,;;t k; f2..d.&,,~.t:f ... a • .,J.,I~ Ie...} 
, 
,t,J. .itJ'#I! J.' 11'4 IF t ~ ~~...r . ~ 9'r4z.s:z.-  , , .~ ~4~ ;: e.~""J~ ~ an ~~ I J ~",".g .~r ~tJ~ ~.l,.-:I-
-
-- --
./ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I 
PAGE 2 OF __ 
TITLE $~~ 0/ ~~ ~ NO. li A~ / THEME / W.G. / TASK ~~
DATE ; . ! 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
- -' 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
MANPOWER (M-Y) 
INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 
FUNDING (106 51 
INHOUSE 
CONTRACT 
...I 
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" SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF .:c 
1. TITLE , i i-:. ... :,(. /..". ..,;' l .:' NO. J_ :1" .~/·? .-
I 
.j THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE_' I 
2. 08Je~TIVE L·r· J •. , ... ,,·pe : j-;; I ,. ,L~ !t.~ !,_ -.:~;,' (I"~/' "/'1 G, .. --.'1 
l \. 
·H.·Lt. fl. ,;" .. t: ... ,.( '; L '., I h..... 7 -r.L' .... ~ ! ~l l""-tt ·/t..'-'·f ,/. /"/ -'It , , 
/!~ " jl.,c.. ( ../ ' I _ ... 
...t cL I .~; \. .;" ;,',..,. i'l L ... •• " 1,"'2 ,,,,) ! ... '-. f""'-;',\... , I .,,~ ~ 
:' 
3. NEED ANAL YSIS 
al LEVEL NOW O. WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
~I REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
.AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERA TlONAL SYSTEM USE BY ! O~TE: i·i ~ 9 . i 
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH O' MEDIUM 0 LOW [;LJ 
01 CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING 0 OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHW MEDIUM '0 LOW 0 .. 
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY tIl ANALYSIS [J RESEARCH 0 
GAD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST n w 
OTHER (Soecify) 0 iCheck one or mere! 
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE '(...:.. .l. E '( 'l s:: .) I 6 ct..' "C"C<! . ..' .1- . , 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY i?' . ~ . . "'... I· ~. Io·t ,". I 1- { . ...,.~ .. \:... .,. \.(.. r .. , _ '- '. ~ '", c' j" 
)~r, .. ~~ .• }.I"': (11 hff-rt~ '.J 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(,"\ S,'+J I.::; , lil/ ·1 \c( l..:1 'ldl'''I c: 'U ,,\,' l- -)lc<,' ~r'~ eft 
./t" I,IC"C;"';( 
(J.") ~'f-S H' 'Pl tfj' ~f "t r(~ ~l oJ .9,'7 c II ;'IC, \ .... 1 <1 if~ '1 r f· ... · t;-I.. .•• ?-, c" 
!-ki !~ dt plc';!h'.j " ..J :.J ,) ft~ ) 'l.."".7 v :.J , hN':',C '·t., -. ; ( . J-4, 6': \. 0 
-; u..'l ( r; ;J.( 
d\ . }-I :L. '- i'h ,; ~L 1 '1' l. C k- ~ 4 C~· ,,0I\.p-.;,2 ··k ;7:;Si<:>} , I 'Yl 
d t' t":;':~ r.·~..r. 
-
... 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEE!), FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF L 
TITLE ,: -I· J 
\"".1" " J I ~ t: • b;/S( A~·~/:z .. !. NO. 
. <./ v THEME IW.G./TASK 
DATE / ' . / 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
S,' 'i ~ I,' -, ,I.S C :h.: ~ ,- ). , I " , (i,,'s , 
.I .... ' -"'j c: \: . ·"" .. ~r ? .)l. ,"i,:;;r'/"J { d~ , -
J-.,:( -:J c{m e .7t' f. ~" .~ ~ '~ J..-:t 'G .~' ~4.....E :1:-2= ./',1 L'f... b ... ;ll-r 
'77 .. /' .f"'W:r. ';:, '.) cf- cI ~ l)k ~ .' _ ..L • _ f " {d.~<' . .~ 
:j 
'-
. 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (ATOP. OTHER) 
. 
-
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 8t 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
~ft.<,ft., - rL:- ~ 
v 
.. 
-, 
MANPOWER IM·Y) Ie INHOUSE __ !e 
CONTRACT 1.l:' 1l 
FUNDING (l06 5) 
. .; 
.. INHOUSE ,') - - . 
\. CONTRACT U I,C 
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SPAce .TECHNOtbGY NEED ,FORM NO.1 
/ PAGE 10F Z 
1. TITLE·' / (2r "',0:- t (:" 2 NO.~~ __________ _ 
THEME / W.G.I TASK 
2.0BJE(!TIVE "(./( .1~:,., 
tv \"I!-l·t 7-1 C r 
J 
.L"t, h" .-to., ",I'", c, 0' 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
DATE_I 
.r,' -;:J,!" '1,;. ('0 ~~ .;.,,'f) '" ...... fo 
.:: ( lit.. .; 
, 
, .J;" 
al LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
tll REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
. AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY ICATE: '7'-;'(.' ·1 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH 0 MEDIUM 0 LOW G 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS. ENABLING 0 O~ 
ENHANCING: HIGH SJ MEDIUM'O LOW 0 
I 
.; __ ., :' r', ' .. 
. L "~,, ~ ._ ~ ~ 
/-w .. ~~ ~ 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY C'J ANALYSIS [] RESEARCH 0 
GRD TEST 0 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Soecify) 0 (Check one or mere! 
f) R&T BASe CANDIDATE \! • J .... ;i, 117)". /. ~t;[H;i 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY :'D':'A~CEMENTS RE~UIR~D' FOR . /. 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 'L, I,~· 71' £: $ , 'r i-""" f.. ·;It'''·,, I ..... ...... J 
> 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
( ,' '\ f . 
. f1 ,-I'l.. 'C" • ....: '-) _'" 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF L 
TITLE <'a' - - NO. :2 ,...:..I.'~ 
THEME / W.G. / TASK 
DATE / / 
6. RECOMMENOED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(I \ :j~"'7;C' ;, ..:2 .J.,r! t- el ("';i·, 'I' lv, ;'1 C <\','1'1; ~, (-4--." 'J)";.:. t-
~l'; rV.~r'·d v ~ v .-
(1" {J.,.:: t~:.l""i)r"S 6-";1' It! :/ '~I J Ci;J.... <--. C::;( t'- 'i- /-t~ ,~':>I' 1-'~( ., '- 7, 
l .. 
..J t' (I., ICl 
r-j) :-\' , 
.d f"r·; ~-~~\ L~l ;;Cj ~/ .• - i .... ' ~:. L ~ ;, """ .. _ t-
.I 
7. AL TERNATIVE APPRO~C~ES/OPTIONS /",,'1101 f'l c. .... " C (~ It J/~ IIJ. 4-( t.,' ~!t:J.. 
d~· I . 7)· ... .;:.1£ ~ l col t' C!. 'U I' ri "/ ,..: .-t )- l ' 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
~t C, ~L' 
I\..,k-, i-,·A .. t., , ... ; \\,'.,.;,~' c1. "ff' ::l (h'C-;i. .,,} \.:1 S. ? . 'C'L 
-/'\ \ .7'> S (4- 11 • \...-t.....L.o~ '.J 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
II' l)~~ ",' e/'n. I"-
" 
( f'r j), ·I·d;j(:... -7 
t~) '/)/-.", tJ"1v ,,- -" r-
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
INHOUSE __ 't.." Ie 
CONTRACT 
-J'- -<L 
FUNDING (106 S) 
I') .. INHOUSE . .., 
.... 
CONTRACT I.e 1.( . 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.' 
PAGE 1 OF c _;;(. 
1. TITLE "~~H,:-,#S~~ l.iHt:'h t-- NO. t I;> (_ 
THEME I W.G.I TASK 
"S \ -I • (. i?·;c h,lCi ,'.'p.L; ~'\ '7 ~'I ; R 1<; 
. --. I 
..; -I 
...J 
DATE_'_I 
- 2.0BJe<:TIVE "]2(~:t Ie!> (. I' ~; J l~\ ~~ ·k b': f-i. !:>~: j ·k e;YC)ff7~E 
c;lu' ..., t·f- t '1... ~~77--r 1- .. \.7 k-z... ... Lj ~ I:; !: ~ __ ". i('_/ - I j • {; ~".' 'i.. 
r.; J /I~ ~/.1i. . v .y\~ 71'1 ':Z';L ,~,: /1 ,:." :.£_£ ~ ..: '(.. 
'J 
3. NEED ANALYSIS --
a) LEVEL NOW 0, WILt BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
:;,) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY 10,\ TE: t:j S 5' ! 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: -
HIGH O' MEDIUM 0 LOW ~ 
dl CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS, ENABLING \Rl OR 
ENHANCING: HIGHO MEDIUM '0 LOW 0 
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY 0 ANALYSISD RESEARCH ~ , 
GRD TEST [] AIR CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (Soecify) 0 iCheck one or mere! 
fl RBiT BASE CANDIDA.TE 'l~tl, ,-::--r 7~" ;- ~:G i etC- ±-, F 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY (1\ \~, ~K. ~J'~: t:1 / ;:1"~-""""'J';'~"-'" c..,.... )e. •• .,.-I "- ,,,·t ~ 
f:~ 1·",-,\ 
-
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO -
ACCOMPLISH NEED - - -
{(' c S ,-.",' C-r .......... ·tt~; i' i, 1,'((1,"'" \. - -/~; /.;11. -;' r: /1'1 h~·k';.,( 
.il'''' ''\'\ k \..> .. ,,~ { . .Ii .... ·L,· ... ," C - rar k!l . ( c! " - i C - / I -/ ...... ){.~~LJ_ 
,t) 
,h':z.,'/:7 blc. 
, A c; Cr..: .J c;- cv;,· [>57 J k'.!-. -l:'~-,,- ( '1-1 i ~ 
. ~~ Leo' • -( ~l:. .. 'u 'l~l ) - .. 
. J 5 \ r I- ;r - -
·-iL,-· T -, . \:;1 \ . ~ ,2 6' ';-, ei 't C. 6d i , ''C: '" It S t.l ~( -;, 'z: 
'J 'r"" ~ C./ 
,7,'x. 
-
- . 
--
- - -
~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
J -' I '..J 
,-j"J i· , . '<-1 ~ .I ••.• ' / 
.' • ~ ( J! : ~ cf I" v. l; rr:'t. .. ' t: I TITLE 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF ~ 
NO, ----------1 
THEME / W.G.! TASK 
DATE / / 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED 
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
,-
;;... .... 'Z-c.·.,;c..:tcJ··l:~ - ... 
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 17 18 19 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
Df'i,', 
.-
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
:2. 5 INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT /) '5 
FUNDING (106 SI 
• I INHOUSE lL. 
.' -
CONTRACT t/ 1"" , ~ 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
1.TITLE ___ ~~.wIL~,~C~i~'~-~I~~~b~·e~-~I_~_-______________ _ 
J 
2. OBJECTIVE ----- - - f
t
- I i' I LN'v,' {C 'f p({il ('{f-
J. 'J " 
") "'r P-t1 C( I t.. 
, , 
J. NEED ANALYSIS 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF ! 
NO.~~{~-~ __ -____ _ 
THEME / W.G./ TASK 
DATE I I 
if;,'-· - I. I 
- t~ ('" \ ~/(;' I'\. 
allEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE lEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
~I REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT lEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY lDATE:/'i;)! .1-
el RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH O' MEDIUM lSI lOW g 
dl CRiTICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS. EN-ABLING Q OR 
ENHANCING: HIGH 0 MEDIUM'O LOW O' -
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY" 0 ANALYSIS @ RESEARCH B' 
GRD TEST rz1 AI R CRAFT TEST 0 SPACE FLIGHT TEST 0 
OTHER (SO~CifYI 0 - -(Check one or mere: 
~ f) R&T BASE-CANDIDATE 1 :('7 ~.., )L.(./( ~ 
c ~ ~--~~~~=:~~~~~~========================~=============-~ 
o ~ c. ~ 
... :I 0, 0 
:z~z: = 
o \M~: "'" 
:'f!: ;: 
= ..... c = ~; 5: .~ 
<C;Jw.I; Z 
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR _ . I . 
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY -4::ct- /\-lrl.h·· .. r7i('c 'J·i..n:; i~··'-"c.-c 
. 'f; I- A . ? : / 
r ' ! t' - .-. • .J' /./-- J - 7 -- .-- - - - ..../ ~"~. \-~ "" .. J l..;...j l/"i,(: ~/l/ '-/~"'-L{ 
) I 
~~c: ~ ~ ______________________ ~ ____________ ~ ____ ~~ __________________ ~ 
=- Q U U r 
IZO\;t • 
:::;~ __ o 
a ... 6:d~ c.~o= a~ :I", 
.... :;)O_Jt 
~ = =.~ = aa ....... ~ 
w~~OCa 
f~r.!1 
UaQ.:C= ~ ~ =i~ ~ .~-2 .. 
...... ,.;; . 
. _5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
;f 
-------------------------------------_._._------
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF " 
TITLE c:.. ) J t t., / NO. I •. LJ l ',.L L. __ 
I THEME / W.G. / TASK J 
DATE / I 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED I 
;;) f::"': '- -Lt" ..... - LV . 'I- I . II - I. , ( i I <;, '-(" n ~i ,)1';,(,10-.'<2 
.. ~ {. ~ --" c 
.7 }' r t ..... . . ~1 . , f . 'i' c- ,I t,..-' (? -l (. ,'1 tt"t>,. 6c I f.' r , &..a':"-J-/ 
ii' " , 'j, .' (~, 1 //j/ Ci £. -It l:.,I;/II'~j .. -,'-i f '},." (~ ~ .... , /., : ,'" I 'f.... ", It., ' /- ~ 1;'i 5 
... },;_ c :/ ) 
c.~ £I ( , L." I_L'~-I-!.. 
7c J ·:c-, i i f ( ;;) Q I It:, 'i " /'L ~:;-; ./ ." . i I!.~- _ .fl.C i 
• 1 
·7' 
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS -
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
'11 ,,-1'j .1/ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
(J"" ilh --z..:-'<.(:- -
11 ") ();::'<;,4'h - ~ 
(3'> '>-r ~ . .k.:j~t> £. ., 
MANPOWER (M·Y) 
L 4 '-I -z. INHOUSE __ I.-
CONTRACT Z. Ie /c: 1i . " 
FUNDING (106 S) 
INHOUSE , I _2 , L. , ( , I 
." 
CONTRACT I 
" 5 .S 3.~ ;.i: 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 
2. OBJE~TIVE 
'f; ,'tI, l·'-;....·~:...l <;~. ,'I j ·ft' 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 1 OF t 
"") NO. ____ ~ ____ ~ __ _ 
THEME / w.G.1 TASK 
DATE I I 
"} L ;7t/~ ; . . ,) I / e .. 7 /'C I '; }.~,. ,) h -II ,l-. ~" i).7,·j " ".: t C . (' I l ) ) 
3. NEED ANALYSIS 
a) LEVEL NOW O. WILL BE LEVEL 0 UNDER EXISTING PLANS. 
~I REQUIR.ED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY 
AT L.EVEL 0 .FOROPERATJONALSYSTEM USE BY !D~TE:'I 
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT: 
HIGH O' MEDIUM 0 LOW ~ 
4, COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR 
- I f' (' USEOFTHISTECHNOLOGY 1-('2~·~'C_X(:j.i· (;.;41' Cii:.~.IJ 
.' .I __ . / . ./': .J ,,~ . . . J -
P_Lt: .U~<: LLtS., [" ~"'. ~ k(,· ...... !( :; Zs: l.1t.'':'( 
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO 
ACCOMPLISH NEED 
(I) :i/·/.;.'''' )ybl·t-I -1U Pl.'; -ie r ,.lj1.-Z; • ..:.'( f~~'I.. 
(}) : l-1iH. '.:.,If ·i.c.·C'-~i· k" ,·Jt.f Erl(/ C'7L' /)(.." 75;);,'[1 {--tt . {! i-
t j/7.:..··r/-Z.:c ... ··.'C( i,;, ("'1..c;c'. tL .. ' bt',;,rlt.~ .;~ '5 J--ii; 'J I j I I 
: ;"'r f-( H:.- T-rl.-"?Jl 'f~-' lel!.·2 5:.t;' . 
J . 
, 
~--.,;------~---------------.-.------'--
,'------.~.----~~--~~.~.------~--------------------------.----' 
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED. 
TITLE ,- . I 
".£' .. ; 
.... 
/-1.ev' y;, 1 
8. CURRENT/P~ANNEDRELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER) 
l, ~ I '-~ 
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES 
FY 
FORM NO.1 
PAGE 2 OF ::. 
NO. ,")-. 
THEME I W.G. I TASK 
DATE_I / 
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 71 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 ~O 91 92 93 94 95 
TASK ITEM 
tj r,-,C .. ,- -
1--
-" 
MANPOWER IM-Y) 
L. ~ 4- .. INHOUSE __ 
CONTRACT 'z. 16 rz;;" 
FUNDING (106 S) -
• I ,~. "7 INHOUSE .. ~ 
" 
CONTRACT 
"'I -:, :; 
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LUNAR BASE 
Major Technology Development/Study Areas. Assume base 
implace-d in J,O YFS* (R&D start, product needed) •. 
1. Solettas for illumination of lunar bases during 
the night. (Multipanel solar sails,each panel 
point separately at target area.) Each sail 625 
km2 in area (78, 87). Note especially ability 
to;maintain orbit which precesses with lunar 
rotation rate (12-15° day). 
2.- Identify high strength film materials for pack-
aging of lunar soil (1, 5 YFS). 
3. Electrostatic grain size and mineral separation 
techniques for bulk processing of lunar soils 
Cl, 3 YFS). 
4. 
5. 
Production of oxygen from lunar soils with re-
circulating hydrogen as the reducing element 
(400 to 1000 tons/yr production rate)(l, 3 YFS). 
Liquefying oxygen on the lunar surface (500-1000 
tons/yr) (1, 3 YFS). 
6. Remote (from a lunar or Earth base) control of 
lunar trucks to be used for detailed exploration, 
excavation, site preparation, hauling soil, and 
as hoists and cranes (1, 3 YFS). 
7. Binders or binding techniques for stabilizing lunar 
soil for use in foundations, landing pans, and 
haul roads (1, 8 YFS). 
8. Study of the limits on unitizing the lunar base 
and mass driver and correction stations (1, 2). 
9. Confirm possibility of lunar orbital storage of 
LOX and transfer to descent vehicles (400-1000 
tons/yr quantities)(l, 10 YFS). 
10. Production of fiberglass and aluminum composite 
on the Moon for materials packaging, structural 
utilization, and as an electrical conductor (1, 
6 YFS). 
*YFS = years from start. 
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LUNAR BASE (Cont.) 
11. Detailed design studies for extremely reliable 
pelletizer and packaging unit for lunar soils--
produce 2x 10 8 packages/yr, each weighing 3.8 g 
with fixed radii (~9 cm) and variable density 
(2.2-5 g/cm3 ) (1, 8 YFS). 
12. Extremely intensive work on lightweight, reliable, 
easy to operate spacesuits which provide the 
maximum possible freedom of movement and dexterity 
in space and on the Moon (=10 hr on time) (1, 7 YFS) • 
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HIGH PRIORITY R&D FOR PROCESSING AND BENEFICIATION 
OF LUNAR MATERIALS - GROUP V 
1. Determination of relevant physical and chemical 
properties of lunar soil (-$250K) 
• Determine empirical parameters for ~agnetic, 
electrostatic, and air classifier for the 
separation of lunar soils with respect to 
grain size and minerology 
• Determine the distribution and concentration 
of volatiles (particularly H2) among the phases in lunar soils as a function of 
miheialogy and grain size and history--
grinding and abrasion 
2. Laboratory scale processing (-$ 300K) 
• 
• 
Study chlorocarbonization ofFeT~03 ~nd 
'CaA1 2Si08 to determine kinetics of reaction 
Study chlorocarbonization of ilmenite and 
anorthite ores to determine kinetics and 
check for· blocking reaction.,' 
3. Prepare chemical :and mineralogic simulant (-$lOOK) 
- -
4. Te,st processes in bench scale (-400K) 
• Study ability to close cycles-. 
• Determine mass and energy efficiencies 
5. Models, parametric (-$150K) 
• Lunar mining and beneficiation 
• Chemical processing 
• Volatile extraction 
Phasing (CY) , TOTAL ($K) 
250 
300 
100 
400 
150 
1. 78-80 
2. 78-81 
3. 80-81 
4. 81-84 
5. 81-85 
1200 
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TIME 7 YR 
I 
I 
I. 
NONTERRESTRIAL MATERIAL PROCESSING 
GROUP V 
This section reviews key research projects which 
are needed to demonstrate technology readiness. 
1. Stability field diagrams for Pr.1Cl vs. PCl ' and 
. y 2 
PCl vs. liT for the M-C-Cl and MI -M2-C-Cl systems 2 
M = AI, Ca, Si, Fe, Mg,Ti. 
2. Thermodynamics and kinetics of carbo-chloronate of \\ 
anorthite at temperatures below 1200 K. Identifica-
tion of various gaseous species and condensed phases 
formed during the reaction. Separation and puri-
fication _of products obtaining pure AIC1 3 for the 
electrolysis. 
3. The feasibility of the extraction of Al via AICI 
in the high temperature reaction of anorthite and 
AIC1 3 • Establishment of the minimum temperature 
for the reaction kinetics of the main reaction 
and the disproportionation reaction: 
3AICl(g) t AIC1 3 + 2Al 
Separation of Ca, AI, and Si -from the Ca-AI-Si alloy 
obtained. 
4. Modification of Alcoa's electrolysis process to take 
adva-ntage of the various alkali and alkaline Earth 
chlorides obtained as by-products. 
5. Reactant losses during the recycling of the various 
reactants need to be established. 
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II. 6. Kinetics of the reduction of olivine'with calciUm 
carbide.need to be studied. 
7. Production of calicum carbide from the by-product 
of calcium chloride obtained in the processing of 
anorthite must be optimized. 
8. The role of calicum silicide as an intermediate 
III. 9. 
10. 
IV. 11. 
on the overall reduction process must be established. 
The scaling up of the chlorination process for the 
beneficiation of ilmenite need to be considered. 
The recycling losses of various reactants need to 
be established. 
Further research is needed in the solid-state 
electrolysis for the recovery of oxygen from the 
by-products CO, CO 2 ' etc. .optimum conditions for 
the extended service life of the cells must be 
established. 
12. Some improvements may be made in the existing 
design of modal-ceramic seals. 
13. Electrolyte with maximum ionic conductivity other 
than the conventional CaO-stabilized zirconia or 
jeltria stabilized thoria may be chosen. 
14. Optimum temperature with acceptable IR loss in the 
electrolyte must be established. 
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15. Further work must be done while choosing a suit-
able catalyst. Role of impurities in the gas-feed, 
especially as it relates to the poisoning of the 
catalyst. 
v. 16. All these processes must be demonstrated under 
conditions simulated to the space conditions. 
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